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ABSTRACT

Ehlers, Shawn G. Ph.D., Purdue University, May, 2016. Rearward Visibility Issues
Related to Agricultural Machinery: Contributing Factors, Potential Solutions. Major
Professor: William Field.

As the size, complexity, and speed of tractors and other agricultural self-propelled
machinery have increased, so have the visibility-related issues, placing significant
importance on the visual skills, alertness, and reactive abilities of the operator. Rearward
movement of large agricultural equipment has been identified in the literature as causing
not only damage to both machine and stationary objects, but also injuries (even fatalities)
to bystanders not visible to the operator. Fortunately, monitoring assistance, while not a
new concept, has advanced significantly, offering operators today more options for
increasing awareness of the area surrounding their machines. In this research, an attempt
is made to (1) identify and describe the key contributors to agricultural machinery
visibility issues (both operator and machine-related), and (2) enumerate and evaluate the
potential solutions and technologies that address these issues via modifications of ISO,
SAE, and DOT standardized visibility testing methods. Enhanced operator safety and
efficiency should result from a better understanding of the visibility problems (especially
with regard to rearward movement) inherent in large tractors and self-propelled
agricultural machinery.

xxii
Used in this study were nine machines of different types that varied widely in size,
horsepower rating, and operator station configuration to provide a broad representation of
what is found on many U.S. farms/ranches. The two main rearward monitoring
‘technologies’ evaluated were the machines’ factory-equipped mirrors and cameras that
the researchers affixed to these machines. A 58.06 m2 (625 ft2) testing grid was centered
on the rear-most location of the tested machinery with height indicators centered in each
of twenty-five grid cells. In general, the findings were consistent across all the machines
tested—i.e., rather obstructed rearward visibility using mirrors alone versus considerably
less obstructed rearward visibility with the addition of cameras. For example, having
exterior extended-arm and interior mirrors only, a MFWD tractor with 1,100-bushel grain
cart in tow measured, from the operator’s perspective, 68% obstructed view of the grid’s
kneeling-worker-height markers and 100% throughout the midline of rearward travel; but
when equipped with a rearview camera system, the obstructed area was decreased to only
4%. The visibility models created identified (1) a moderate-positive Pearson r correlation,
indicating that many of the obstructed locations of the rearward area affected both
mirrors and cameras similarly and (2) a strong-positive Pearson r correlation of kneeling
worker height visibility, indicating that mirrors and camera systems share commonality
of areas with high visibility (along the midline of travel and outward with greater distance
from the rear of the machine, without implements in tow).
Of the recommendations coming from this research, the key one is for establishment of
engineering standards aimed at (1) enhancing operator ability to identify those locations
around agricultural machinery that are obstructed from view, (2) reducing the risk of run-

xxiii
overs through improved monitoring capabilities of machine surroundings and
components, and (3) alerting operators and co-workers of these hazardous locations.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1

Historically, the operator station of most tractors and self-propelled agricultural

machinery was open (i.e., not enclosed), which allowed a relatively unobstructed view of
the area immediately around the machine and of attached implements (Figure 1.1). The
operator station also was generally above the level of the implement and, on a number of
makes and models, positioned off-center so that the operator could better observe the
activity being performed. The overall footprint of most early self-propelled vehicles, with
the exception of self-propelled combines and cotton pickers, was small enough to allow
the operator a nearly 360° view around the base of the machine. In addition, the vehicle’s
field speed was usually less than 8 kph (5 mph), which typically allowed sufficient time
for the operator to react to an incident, whether actual or potential.
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mounted accessories (e.g., sprayer tanks), have significantly increased the occurrence of
blind spots, i.e., areas around the machine that are completely out of the operator’s line of
sight. Additionally, when towing an implement, adequately monitoring all aspects of a
particular field operation is likely to become more challenging. The problem is further
exacerbated if the operator has physical limitations (e.g., mobility, reaction time, vision,
or hearing). This reduced monitoring ability can lead to personal injury, property damage,
and productivity loss. The potential role that physical limitations, especially related to
vision, can have on the operation of large, complex, and high-speed equipment has been
given relatively little attention in the literature.

Blind spots are especially apparent directly in front of and behind the machine and at the
base of the tires or tracks. In fact, there are apt to be locations within close proximity of
the machine where a person standing on the ground is nearly, if not completely, out of the
operator’s line of sight (Figure 1.2). This is especially true for areas immediately to the
rear of large tractors and self-propelled machinery.
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1.1 Goal and Objectives
Currently, limited data are available on the economic impact that reduced visual
monitoring on machinery, such as being able to monitor large tillage tools or highcapacity combines, has on agricultural operations. Also, little is known on the impact that
impaired or obstructed vision has on the frequency or severity of agricultural workplace
injuries. A fuller understanding of visibility-related problems could lead to improved
work practices, equipment designs, and assistive aids, all of which would likely lead to
increased production efficiency and reduced injuries and property damage.

The goal of this research was to improve the safety of agricultural machinery by which
the operators' ability to assess the rearward area for hazards and implement monitoring.
The objectives of this work were the following:

Objective 1. Complete a summary of a review of the literature related to operator vision
including works associated with machine monitoring and methods for enhancing vision
during rearward machine travel. Special consideration was given to research that
addressed personal injuries and property damage occurring during rearward travel.

Objective 2. Summarize the types of incidents that occur due to the operators’ inability
to view or monitor blind spots to the rear of agricultural machinery. This included
documentation of actual case studies involving each type of incident.
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Objective 3. Identify and document rearward blind spots associated with selected
agricultural machinery with regard to the ability of the operator to observe and identify
hazards of various heights within a constructed field of vision. Both enhanced vision
technologies, such as mirrors and cameras, were assessed.

Objective 4. Evaluated key factors, including design characteristics and operator physical
limitations, that impair rearward visibility on the selected agricultural machinery with
known blind spots.

Objective 5. Develop recommendations for standards and best practices involving
“Danger” labeling and its application, as well as methods for assessing rearward visibility
of indirect viewing technologies.

1.2 Operator-related factors and potential solutions
Non-mechanical contributors to reduced visibility can relate to the operator’s physical
limitations and/or physical wellness at a particular time. Long durations of sedentary and
habitually poor postures, combined with the inherent characteristics of an aging
population, can significantly stress the operator and impair the operator’s ability to
continuously monitor the surrounding area. For example, fatigue can lead to delayed
response time, and working at night can reduce the visual acuity of operators who need
more light to see well.
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1.2.1 Operator’s physical condition
Physical factors can affect an operator’s ability to adequately see and appropriately
respond to events in the area immediately around the machine. Among these physical
factors are stature, visual acuity, range of motion, mobility, eye-hand coordination,
reaction time, fatigue, depth perception, use of multi-lens eyewear, and light sensitivity.
The average age of U.S. farmers is 58 years (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011); and individuals
that age or older may not possess the rapid eye movement and/or reflex action sufficient
to properly monitor high-speed field operations.

While no data were found on the visual impairments specifically of individuals who
operate agricultural machinery, the CDC (2009) has reported that as many as 21 million
adult Americans have “vision problems” and 80 million have “potentially blinding eye
diseases.” By extrapolation, this could mean that anywhere between 6% and 32% of
farmers may have significantly reduced visual abilities. How such limitations would
affect the performance and safety of agricultural equipment operators could not be
documented. However, the issue is significant enough that nearly all states require that
visual restrictions, such as the use of eyeglasses or contacts, be stated on the licenses of
all highway motor vehicle operators. In most states, they are also required to pass a
visual exam prior to renewal of their licenses. Impaired nighttime vision and visual
acuity have been identified as significant causative factors in highway motor vehicle
incidents involving older operators. No such assessments were identified in the literature
specifically pertaining to agricultural equipment operation.
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Operators with impaired or total vision loss in one eye (i.e., monocular vision) primarily
suffer from a loss of stereopsis and reduction of the peripheral field of vision. “These
will cause problems in eye-hand coordination, depth judgment, orientation, mobility and
some activities” such as driving (Politzer, 2016). Optical aids recommended for those
with monocular vision include technologies that offer wide fields of view and training to
incorporate increased head movement to monitor peripheries of their task (Politzer, 2016).

1.2.2 Operator’s seated posture
Proper seated posture is also an important component of quality of work and comfort
(Sjøflot, 1980b). Since implements are located to the rear and/or side of a tractor, the
driver is forced to spend a significant amount of time looking backward and is subject to
poor posture, directly affecting the quality of work (Sjøflot, 1980b). In interviewing
1,706 farmers in New York, Gomez et al. (2003) found that, among those who drive
tractors frequently, 35% suffered from neck and shoulder pain, and 41% experienced
lower back discomfort. Rakhra and Mann (2013) reported that the “combination of
driving and awkward postures together with whole-body vibration caused several types
of musculoskeletal disorders in tractor drivers.” Reducing exposure to awkward posture
has been found to increase operator comfort and efficiency while lowering injury
incidence.

As the operator’s seat is important to comfort, so is it important to visibility. Sjøflot
(1980b) found that turning the seat 30° to the right could be beneficial for the backwardlooking posture, but problems arise in operating the clutch and brake pedals, which do
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not turn with the seat. Sjøflot’s recommendation was that the operator alter direction of
turning (one time to the right and the next time to the left) to reduce adverse effects of the
twisted posture. However, operators may find this difficult, as twisting to the left could
cause loss of contact with hydraulic, PTO, and electrical controls, which are commonly
located on the driver’s right side. This problem is alleviated in models that have controls
attached to a swiveling seat structure.

Operator comfort is necessary for long, productive workdays. To help provide such
comfort, the operator’s anthropometric dimensions must be adapted through adjustments
of the steering wheel and seat (Ferrari and Cavallo, 2013). By minimizing awkward
postures and vibrations through assistive visibility technologies (e.g., cameras, mirrors,
and vibration damping “smart seats”), the operator’s workday longevity, comfort, work
quality, and overall well-being can be markedly enhanced.

1.3 Machinery-related factors and potential solutions
Various machinery design changes continue to be made in an attempt to address
visibility-related issues, including greater use of monitors, fewer visual distractions, and
the relocation of impeding objects (e.g., air intake, exhaust stack, windshield framing,
and ROPS components), and especially, more open cabs.

1.3.1 Cab design
The cab design of agricultural machinery is essential to the operability, efficiency, and
ergonomic comfort of the operator. With the numerous, ever changing, and often
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complex tasks required during operation, cab design “creates new opportunity for
innovative solutions in the operator’s environment,” allowing the operator to “intuitively
manage the entire function being performed.” Thus, “the cab should be spacious enough
to allow for comfortable movement, and the controls must not only be logically
positioned, but also provide reference points for sightless access to them and, more
importantly, provide control logic and functions that automate frequently used sequential
controls” (Templeton et al., 1998). However, while functionality and ergonomics inside
the cab are indeed important, adequate visibility of the surrounding area and entry-exit
location is vital for operator and by-stander safety. Templeton et al. (1998) identified
obstructions parallel to the eye plane to be most intrusive, while obstructions
perpendicular to that plane are minimized when narrower than eye separation. Ideal cab
design must incorporate clear sight lines to high-risk areas (e.g., entry-exit location) and
full visibility of the drawbar and hitching points. For example, the drawbar hitch pin
should be observable from the operator’s seat. In some designs, the drawbar can only be
observed if the rear window is open and the operator rotates almost 180° to look between
the window frame and the frame of the cab.

1.3.2 Cab accessories
In-cab accessories, such as equipment monitoring devices, should be evaluated for their
effects on both the operator’s ability to manipulate controls and monitor field operations.
In low-light situations, there needs to be enough illumination inside the cab to clearly
identify the controls and monitor gauges while not creating distracting glare on the cab
windows. Too much interior lighting at dusk or night can severely diminish visibility,
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while too little during the day can lead to visibility-related impairments, such as glare.
Buildup of dust on the cab windows can have similar effects, especially during sunrise
and sunset.

Many newer models of tractors and self-propelled agricultural machinery offer such
vision-enhancing accessories as windshield wipers, window washers, and retractable
mesh sunscreens, which are often located on both the front and rear windows. However,
while their purpose is to enhance visibility by blocking light, Templeton et al. (1998)
suggested that sunscreens can also block visibility.

1.3.3 Exterior lights
The technology involving exterior lighting for both field work and highway transport is
ever changing. Today’s agricultural machinery can be equipped with xenon, highintensity discharge (HID), light emitting diode (LED), or less expensive sealed beam and
halogen lighting options in a range of configurations of light output and up to 360°
coverage of the area surrounding machinery (Figure 1.3) (Gaines, 2013). LED lights
better withstand shock and vibration associated with agricultural machinery, and the
white light associated with LEDs allows the operator to see better through dusty
conditions (Gaines, 2013). Lumen output, color, and longevity differ greatly among
those options. Color temperature, Kelvin, describes the relationship between white light
to the other colors in the color spectrum. The recommended color temperature is about
6500k, which combines the most natural light with a touch of blue spectrum, allowing for
easier focus on details and reduced eye strain (Draper, 2012).
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that offer a narrow but long pattern for the immediate working area (typically 7.6 m [25 ft]
wide and 30.5 m [100 ft] long). Floodlights are ideal for illuminating areas nearest the
machinery since they cast a wide pattern (about 15.2 m [50 ft]), but only for a short
distance (about 9.1 m [30 ft]) (Gaines, 2013).

1.3.4 Other factors influencing operator vision
Vision is a complex human attribute and rarely functions independent of other human
senses. The relationship between knowledge and vision, such as estimating distances,
and the role that hearing plays in enhancing visual recognition have been extensively
studied in other settings but rarely in relation to agricultural machinery (Redlick et al.,
2000). The difficulty that operators have in estimating clearances around a machine (i.e.,
trucks driving through underpasses) is one example.

The problem of foreign material on windows is well understood in auto racing, but the
impact of accumulated dust on the windows of large tractors and other agricultural selfpropelled machinery on the visual acuity and eye fatigue of the operator has been far less
studied. The difficulties in attempting to reach and clean the glass surfaces plus the lack
of window washing accessories on most agricultural equipment suggest that
manufacturers may not fully recognize the correlation between visibility and safe,
efficient operation of the equipment. Incidents that occur after dark or at dawn and dusk,
when machines are operated into a rising or setting sun, have received little attention in
published injury literature. The increased use of tinted glazing, sun visors, and
retractable sun screens, however, suggests that the issues is not being completely ignored.
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1.4.2 Advantages of mirrors
Rearview mirrors (both in-cab and exterior) help in addressing rearward visibility
problems and have also been shown to benefit operator performance and physical wellbeing, as Sjøflot (1980a, 1980b) documented. For instance, in one study, tractor operators
who used mirrors were found to have higher working rates, better control their work, and
more quickly detect faults in their equipment (Sjøflot, 1980a). Another study that
included monitoring operators’ heart rates found that proper application of mirrors
measurably reduced perceived work load (Sjøflot, 1980b). A third study showed that
without the use of mirrors a full rear view, such as when hitching, required turning the
head 130° to 150°, twisting the back 40° to 50°, and rotating the neck 50° to 70°; whereas
with external mirrors, twisting and turning were reduced to less than 8°, which is well
within the comfort zone for a sitting posture (Sjøflot, 1980a). Comparing the benefits of
operator comfort, implement fault detection, and surrounding area awareness (relating to
bystander safety) to the relatively low cost of mirrors results in a low cost-to-benefit ratio.

1.4.3 Drawbacks of mirrors and potential solutions
Mirrors in general. While mirrors allow the operator to observe some objects to the rear
while maintaining forward attention, seeing obstacles immediately behind the machine is
difficult (if not impossible) without rotating or repositioning. Rakhra and Mann (2013)
discovered that, while multiple mirrors offer increased rearward view, they may become
distracting and cause excessive stress. In addition, Sjøflot (1980b) observed that mirrors
smaller than 400 cm2 (62 in2) presented a limited field of view, even with convex glass,
and concluded that the ideal size was 600 cm2 (93 in2), which reduced the time spent
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making adjustments, can be a contributing factor to backup-related incidents, including
running over a bystander.

Recommendations for extended-arm mirrors. Sjøflot (1980b) offered the following
recommendations for maximizing the effectiveness, efficiency, safety, and ergonomic
benefits of extended-arm mirrors on agricultural machinery: (1) the mirror size should be
at least 20 X 30 cm (7.9 X 11.8 in), (2) the mirror should be rectangular with the glass
properly framed and fixed, (3) convex glass should be used to give the widest field of
view (to minimize image distortion, the convexity should have a radius of at least 1 m
(39.4 in)), (4) to maintain a wide field of view, the distance from the mirror to the
operator’s eyes should be between 35 and 90 cm (13.8 and 35.4 in), (5) attachment to the
machine should be firm but still allow easy adjustment of the mirror without tools, and (6)
the mirror should be easy to remove or retract when not in use and should extend far
enough to enable a broad towed equipment to be seen. More recent mirror
recommendations for other off-highway vehicles appear to be consistent with Sjøflot’s
(1980b) findings, with many equipment manufacturers offering electronic adjustment of
mirror position.

1.4.4 Camera monitoring systems
Camera monitoring systems offer advantages pertaining to flexibility, durability, and ease
of use. At present in production agriculture, they are most commonly used for
monitoring remote locations (e.g., livestock birthing barns) and on grain transport
vehicles. However, camera systems have many potential applications on larger tractors
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and other self-propelled agricultural machinery where the operator’s visibility (especially
rearward) is often obstructed and blind spots exist. In addition, cameras can allow the
operator to monitor the function of trailing implements during use.

Camera systems are currently in use and continue to expand in many industries, including
mining, automotive and construction.

Mining industry. Machine operators in underground mining operations contend with
having to maneuver of large machinery in extremely tight areas and in close proximity to
coworkers. That challenge is further heightened as machine numbers, size, and payload
capacity continue to increase. As with agricultural machinery, the operators of mining
machinery are often isolated as well as drastically limited in terms of line of sight
(Godwin et al., 2012). In their design evaluation case study of underground mining
equipment in which four cameras were placed on an underground loader, the authors
found that the cameras, in combination with moderate head, neck and trunk movement,
essentially provided a 360° view around the machine to a standing pedestrian height.

Automotive industry. This industry is perhaps the one that’s changing most rapidly
relative to adoption of camera system technology. Camera are being used almost
routinely for rearward object detection, full 360° view, pre-collision braking systems,
adaptive cruise control, lane departure warning, pre-collision throttle management, lane
sway warning, and lead vehicle movement alert. They often further assist by providing
audible and visual alerts, along with automatic intervention in event of some detected
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hazard (Subaru, 2014; Brauer, 2014). Continued growth and development of camera
system technology has the potential of completely automating transportation with fully
self-driving vehicles (Google, 2016).

Construction industry. Similar to mining, this industry also often utilizes multiple large
machines operated in close proximity to coworkers and other machines. Runovers and
backovers account for nearly half of construction-related worker fatalities, with most
incidents the result of the operator not seeing the on-foot worker or the worker being
unaware of the moving equipment (Gambatese et al., 2016). The authors reported that in
55% of incident cases, the “visibility problem was due to blind spots, and in another 25%
there were a variety of jobsite obstacles or visual obstructions.” In a conversation with
Dr. Jochen Teizer (2016) of RAPIDS Laboratory in Germany, he said that many insurers
of construction operations in Europe require the use of camera and other technologies on
jobsite machinery. Similar to the automotive industry, with automated intervention in
response to hazard detection, camera-based 3D smart sensors are now available for direct
connection to a machine’s controller area network (CAN) in order to automate its
reaction to detected hazards (ifm, 2016). Such smart sensors act as an extra set of eyes in
monitoring blind spots by object detection and tracking in near proximity of the
machinery. Continued development and improvement of such technologies are expected
to markedly improve construction site working environment.

Flexibility. To allow the operator maximum visibility of difficult-to-observe areas,
cameras can provide up to a 180° viewing angle, which is wider than both flat and
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convex mirrors. Because of easily adjusted placement, a camera monitoring system can
be expanded to cover many areas of the machine simultaneously. When it comes to
planting, camera systems can be used to monitor the pressure, flow, temperature, capacity,
and seed levels in dill/planter hoppers or other trailing implements, as well as the
functioning of spray tips and even workers on manual transplanters—all of which are
typically located behind the operator (Hanson, 2016; Quinn, 2010). With regard to
harvesting, a camera system can monitor simultaneously grain levels on both the
harvester and the grain cart. It could also be used to monitor crop loss, presence of
overheated components or fire.

Durability and small size. In general, cameras are more durable than extended-arm
mirrors, which, because of their location, can easily be struck by buildings, tree limbs,
and other obstacles. Cameras, on the other hand, are quite small and relatively protected
where they are mounted (e.g., close to the cab or centered on a portion of the machine or
accessory) and thus do not protrude. The camera housing typically provides protection
from exposure to harsh field conditions.

Ease of use. Karimi et al. (2012) observed that, for rearward viewing, operators spend 33%
of their time in an awkward posture, even when using auto-steer. However, if cameras are
used to provide appropriate views of the machinery, it is expected that the need for
turning to look rearward will be removed, or at least significantly reduced. In a study
comparing direct observation, mirrors, and cameras for monitoring a rear-mounted
implement (an air planter), Rakhra and Mann (2013) found the camera to have the least
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negative physical impact and thus was most preferred by the operators based on ease of
use (97%), conveying of information (73%), mental workload (73%), and level of fatigue
(97%) compared to direct observation and mirrors.

Drawbacks of camera systems and potential solutions. Common concerns regarding the
use of cameras on agricultural machinery have to do with disorientation, image distortion,
transmission, and cost.

Disorientation. One problem that operators have encountered when course correcting
based on the video image from a rearview camera is the disorientation that can occur
because “image mirroring” makes such correcting counter-intuitive. That is, similar to
reading words in a mirror, correcting the course requires the opposite direction as viewed
in the video image. To address these issues, some manufacturers include an option to turn
mirroring on and off at the monitor, thus tailoring the video image to the demands of the
application. This allows the operator to steer the machine in the same direction as the
video image displayed on screen.

Depth perception. It is often difficult to estimate the distance to an object in the camera’s
field of view due to the small lens, the “fish eye” effect, or the small display size. Some
camera manufactures offer gridlines overlaid on the image (Figure 1.7). These gridlines
allow the user to estimate the distance to objects and hazards in view. The grid lines are
not necessarily calibrated distances, as the spacing between the lines changes with the
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automatically closes and wipes the lens clean on shutdown and/or startup. Image
distortion due to signal interference is primarily an issue for cameras that feature wireless
capability. Such cameras often use common radio frequencies, which are susceptible to
interference from appliances, cordless phones, or items emitting radio waves (VSS, 2014).
Some of the newer models of wireless cameras utilize digital transmission of data, which
manufacturers claim reduces interference as compared to the analog systems of earlier
models.

Wireless cameras have some unique advantages. For example, one camera can feed
multiple monitors allowing, for instance, several grain cart operators to monitor the
harvester’s grain tank level. However, wireless cameras generally do not have signal
strength indicators, and they work best with a clear line-of-sight from transmitter to
receiver (VSS, 2014). In addition, while the video signal is transmitted wirelessly, a
wired power supply is needed for the transmitter, unless a battery-powered camera is
used.

Cost. The cost of camera monitoring systems can vary greatly, from as little as $50 up to
$500 or more. Generally, inexpensive systems (intended primarily for the automotive
industry) do not have the durability required for harsh agricultural applications. Among
the factors that influence cost are monitor screen size and picture quality, camera
durability, and options such as night vision and wireless capability.
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1.4.5 Camera and monitor mounting considerations
While permanent mounting of the camera with fasteners or adhesives is a suitable option,
a temporary or movable mounting using high-powered magnets is a viable alternative for
mobile applications. Many options also exist for placement of the in-cab monitor, such as
window mounting with suction cups, bracket mounting, or using the monitor screens or
tablet computers already present in many agricultural machines.

Many modern agricultural machines feature non-metallic body panels which limits the
use of high-powered magnets for movable camera mounting. If a suitable mounting
location is identified on such machinery, a small metallic plate can be adhered to the
desired location with fasteners or adhesive for installation of a movable camera.

On combine harvesters, rearview cameras have been added by both dealers and operators
on the unloading auger, allowing the operator to monitor unloading into the cart on the go
while maintaining forward attention, even if the cart is too tall to be fully viewed from
the cab. When the auger is folded back into transport mode, the camera is positioned to
monitor the rear blind spots. However, no manufacturer currently provides cameras as
standard equipment.

On skid-steer loaders, the best camera location appears to be above the rear engine
compartment door or inside the door to monitor rearward activity through a small
observation port (although this can decrease the viewing angle and expose the camera to
engine compartment temperatures). This location reduces the likelihood of damaging the
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camera by preventing it from protruding beyond the body of the machine, as operations
are often performed in tight quarters.

1.4.6 Other potential visibility enhancing systems
In addition to mirrors and cameras, other systems have potential to help solve some of the
visibility-related problems of agricultural machinery. The four systems that appear to be
the most applicable are auto-steer systems, back-up alarms, proximity sensors, and
combination alert systems. The following are brief descriptions of these systems, their
advantages and drawbacks, and why their use on agricultural machines has so far been
limited:

Auto-steer systems. Comparing the use of auto-steer systems versus manual steering,
Karimi et al. (2012) observed that, when monitoring an implement in tow with manual
steering, the operators turned their heads (i.e., neck turn only) 28% of the time, compared
to 13% when driving with auto-steer. In addition, with manual steering, the operators
changed their visual focus almost every two seconds; with auto-steer, this duration was
increased to four seconds. One of the largest drawbacks for many agricultural businesses
considering this technology involves the cost of the hardware and/or the subscription fees
associated with the service.

Back-up alarms. OSHA requires machinery back-up alarms in certain industries that
qualify for oversight by the agency, including construction. Specifically, OSHA
regulation 1926.602(a)(9)(ii) states that “no employer shall permit equipment which has
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an obstructed view to the rear to be used in reverse gear unless the equipment has in
operation a reverse signal alarm distinguishable from the surrounding noise level or an
employee signals that it is safe to do so” (OSHA, 2014). However, agricultural
enterprises with fewer than eleven employees are exempt from compliance with this
regulation. In addition, backup alarm systems are not generally required, either by
legislation or engineering standard, on agricultural tractors and self-propelled equipment.

Proximity sensors. A common technology in the automotive industry, proximity sensors
alert drivers of objects in the path of their vehicles. These systems could, if installed,
alert agricultural machinery operators to objects (including people) that are within
dangerous vicinity of their equipment. Proximity sensors function by emitting an
electromagnetic field, infrared signal, or radio detection and ranging (RADAR). These
systems ‘sense’ the presence of nearby objects as signals are reflected back to the sensor.
Teizer (2015) fitted construction equipment with magnetic field proximity detection
systems that required the workers to wear a calibrated tag, which allowed for a
customized distance that the workers could be in relation to equipment, before alerting
the operator.

Many proximity sensor systems emit a beeping tone inside the cab to indicate the
distance to a detected object. As that object gets closer, the beeps get faster until
becoming a continuous tone when the object is dangerously close. In some applications,
a visual alert is coupled with the auditory alert. Another type of proximity sensor
vibrates the operator’s seat when a detected object is within a hazardous distance.
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However, proximity sensors may have limited application for agricultural machinery
because of the false alarms they would likely generate when hitching to implements;
although they could be beneficial if located where implements are not commonly
attached—e.g., immediately in front or to the sides of the machine. Currently, no known
application of these systems are available on agricultural equipment.

Combination alert systems. Systems developed to reduce the noise associated with the
back-up alarms of multiple vehicles operating simultaneously at one location, such as a
construction site, combine the function of a back-up alarm with the object-detecting
ability of a proximity sensor. These systems provide audible and visual feedback to the
operator for detected objects. The back-up alarm is not activated whenever the vehicle is
operating in reverse but only when the proximity sensor detects an object. Manufacturers
suggest that combining these two technologies reduces confusion and disorientation for
workers in close proximity of heavy machinery (Preco Electronics, 2014).

RFID systems. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are made up of a RFID
tag and tag reader. The reader receives data from the RFID tag, which can be passive
(without battery), semi-passive (battery assisted), or active (battery powered), wirelessly
through radio waves without direct line of sight. Costin et al. (2015) equipped an 83,612
m2 (900,000 ft2) construction site with more than 1200 workers with RFID tags and 80
strategically placed tag readers. Worker safety was improved through the ability to detect
and monitor worker movement within the construction site, especially in the event of an
emergency. Reader range was recorded to be between 4 and 10 m (13 and 30 ft.),
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depending on the readers’ antenna. This technology is currently commercially available
and utilized in industries such as underground mining. RFID technology could be utilized
in the agricultural industry in detecting workers in near proximity of machinery who may
be in a blind spot of the operator. However, limitations of this technology would be
realized in the inability to detect an object/coworker not equipped with an RFID tag.
(Costin et al., 2015)

1.5 Summary and conclusions
Given the size, complexity, and speed of today’s agricultural machinery, it has become
extremely important that operators are aware of the issues involved in monitoring the
critical aspects of their tasks, especially tasks impacted by limited visibility, as well as the
potential solutions available for addressing these issues. The occurrence of blind spots is
even more problematic for operators who have limited range of motion due to arthritis,
injuries, or other physical limitations.

There is a need to better understand the role that visibility plays in the frequency and
severity of agricultural machinery-related injuries, especially among co-workers and
bystanders. This includes the visual limitations of the operator and the visual restrictions
caused by machine design and operational requirements. To assist operators of tractors
and self-propelled agricultural machinery, it is necessary to provide them with tools
developed for increasing their visibility and reducing dangerous blind spots. Properly
positioned mirrors and cameras were found to be most beneficial for rearward object and
hazard detection and were most conforming to the needs of operators. Combining the two
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technologies has been found to provide the greatest benefit to operators and to the safety
of co-workers and bystanders.

The agricultural industry can learn much from the successes in the automotive and
construction industry regarding assistive visibility and alert systems. However, the need
for expanded knowledge about the assistive technologies associated with visual
awareness calls for further research.
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CHAPTER 2. EXAMINATION OF REARWARD MOVEMENT INCIDENTS
INVOLVING AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

2.1 Introduction
Recent attention given to rearward motion-related fatal backovers of children located in
blind spots behind motor vehicles has raised the question of the impact of similar events
involving large, off-highway agricultural equipment not covered by current motor vehicle
regulations or OSHA standards comparable to those enforced on construction sites. A
review of the general agricultural injury data found few sources that specifically address
incidents involving the backover of by-standers and co-workers located in the rearward
path of agricultural equipment, especially with machine designs that limit the rearward
vision of the operator. Examples of machines with substantial barriers to rearward
visibility include large, high horsepower 4-wheel drive and track-type tractors, combines,
skid-steer loaders, and large capacity sprayers. This chapter attempts to elucidate the risks
associated with the rearward travel of these machines, identify similarities in documented
incidents to aid in understanding contributing factors, and identify possible solutions to
reduce future occurrences. Specific case studies are summarized and recommendations
are provided, including the installation of rear-travel alarm systems, remote cameras and
monitoring systems. The necessity of operator walk-arounds prior to moving large
machinery is also addressed.
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2.2 Background
An extensive review of the literature was conducted that included published data related
to runover incidents involving motor vehicles, construction equipment, loading docks,
and agricultural equipment. Key causative factors and recommended operator practices
were identified that could have application to agricultural settings. Case studies were
developed from documented incidents that reflected the most frequent type of incident.
The following is a summary of what was found.

No publically accessible research was identified that specifically reported on the
frequency and severity of injuries associated with rearward travel of agricultural
equipment. A review of data sources that distinguished between types of agricultural
machinery incidents found none that separated out rearward runovers from the broader
category of "runovers".

Even though the problem of rearward runovers has been well understood in the mining
and construction industry for several decades, this understanding cannot be documented
as having transitioned to agricultural workplaces. For example, OSHA standards have for
many years required backup alarms on equipment used at manufacturing and construction
sites. However, agricultural equipment is generally exempt from those requirements.
Almost no agricultural equipment currently being sold comes equipped with audible back
up warning devices, even though similar equipment, even manufactured by the same
manufacturer, sold in the European market is generally sold equipped with these devices
due to European health and safety standards (Conversation with Dr. Teizer, 2016).
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The agricultural industry ranks as having the highest fatal work injury rate with 22.2
people per 100,000 full-time equivalent workers by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS, 2014). Exposure to agricultural equipment has been identified as the primary cause
of most fatal farm work related fatalities (BLS, 2014). Of these incidents, runovers have
been identified as the second most frequent type of fatal incidents preceded only by
tractor rollovers (NIOSH, 2014). In most runovers, the victim fell from the machine and
was runover by either the primary power source or the trailing implement. However, in
some cases, it was documented that a co-worker or bystander was runover when the
operator failed to see the victim before initiating movement of the machine.

2.3 Methods
Cases identified in this document were categorized to only contain rearward incidents
that were not a result of mechanical malfunction (i.e., failing clutch, brakes, hydraulics).
With these criteria, cases were isolated that identified operator error relating to poor
visibility as the key contributor to the incident. A review of more than 100 runover
incidents documented from online sources and farm-related injury data identified 27
cases that met the criteria for rearward runovers and were analyzed and categorized by
incident type (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Summary of reviewed incident cases.
Industry
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Though not by any means comprehensive, these cases provided sufficient data for
analysis and to gain a better understanding of the issues. This review revealed that the
cases documented could be generally categorized into one of three scenarios:
1. Machinery operator losing visual contact with a known assistant during reverse
motion, resulting in a runover or crushing incident
2. Machinery operator with no knowledge of a bystander to the rear resulting in an
incident
3. Incidents involving only the machinery operator while traveling in reverse into a
stationary hazard
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Of the cases reviewed, three were selected for inclusion that represented each of the most
frequent types of incidents. Locations and identities of the victims were excluded for
privacy reasons.

Scenario 1: Machinery operator losing visual contact with a known assistant during
reverse motion, resulting in a runover or crushing incident.
On May 3rd 2013, an 81-year-old man died after being backed over by a tractor operated
by a 68-year-old operator. The victim was assisting with the hitching of a mowing
attachment when the operator lost visual contact as the assistant lost his balance and fell.
The county coroner said, “He was crushed when the tractor backed over top of him. He
died instantly.”

Scenario 2: Machinery operator with no knowledge of a bystander to the rear
resulting in an incident.
On September 9th 2010, a 1-year old child died after being backed over by a tractor
operated by his father. The victim was playing nearby with other children under
supervision of their mother. The father was operating a tractor doing landscaping around
their home. The victim’s mother briefly walked away and the victim, unbeknownst to the
father, stepped in the space behind the tractor resulting in the incident.
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Scenario 3: Incidents involving only the machinery operator while traveling in
reverse into a stationary hazard.
On November 2nd 2014, a 65-year-old man was moving a round hay bale with a tractor in
reverse and could not see an aluminum round-bale feeding ring behind him because of
the bale obstructing his view. County sheriff spokesman said, “..when he backed up, he
mistakenly rolled over it (the bale feeding ring). The pipe then sprang off the ground and
struck him in the head.” The individual’s wife was present, but nothing could be done to
revive him. He was pronounced dead at the scene.

2.4 Recommendations
Recommendations from Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (FACE) reports
produced by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) are
generated during each incident investigated (a. FACE, 2015). The most prevalent
recommendations made by the investigators of these case studies involved the
notification of bystanders, information available to the operator, execution of proper safe
working practices, and the use of barriers and technologies to reduce or eliminate runover
incidents.

Of the three incident scenarios identified, recommendations were collected from FACE
and PAMI that address causative factors. These recommendations were compiled based
upon all cases reviewed in addition to the three studies documented in this paper.
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Scenario 1 Recommendations:
1.) Operator should stop immediately upon losing visual contact with assistant (e.
FACE, 2002)
2.) Proper hitching methods should be followed; (PAMI, 2011)
3.) Assistant should maintain safe distance outside the path of the tractor/implement
and direct operator using hand signals for proper alignment (a. ASAE, 2004)
4.) Tractor should be put into park and/or engine shut off when assistant approaches
area to complete hitching (PAMI, 2011)
5.) Additional assistive viewing devices, such as mirrors and cameras, should be
utilized to eliminate blind spots in dangerous proximity of machinery (a. FACE,
2015)

Scenario 2 Recommendations:
1.) All individuals in proximity of machinery should be informed of dangers
associated (training, machine spotter, alarms) (c. OSHA, 2015)
2.) Additional assistive viewing devices, such as mirrors and cameras, should be
utilized to eliminate blind spots in dangerous proximity of machinery (a. FACE,
2015)
3.) A backup alarm system would alert individuals of reversing machinery (a. OSHA,
2015)
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Scenario 3 Recommendations:
1.) Additional assistive viewing devices, such as mirrors and cameras, should be
utilized to eliminate blind spots in dangerous proximity of machinery (a. FACE,
2015)
2.) Tractors should be equipped with a roll over protective structure (ROPS). The
addition of a canopy can protect operator from elements and offer additional
structure of protection (b. ASAE, 2004)

All three scenarios share the recommendation of increasing the ability to notify
individuals involved with or nearby machinery processes. There are two groups of
individuals who require notification of hazards in proximity of operating machinery: the
operator and the bystanders. Notification of these two groups is generated via very
different practices and technologies. Bystanders must remain alert at all times and are
reminded of the dangers of operating machinery by backup alarms (if equipped).
However, these alarms provide no benefit to the operator. They can actually be
distracting or overpower sounds the operator needs to hear. Backup alarms are often
disabled, not repaired if malfunctioned, or become overwhelming/disorienting in
locations of multiple operating machines (d. FACE, 1998). However, they still remain
the best option of notifying individuals in the area of operating machinery. OSHA
standards requiring many of these safety devices and operating procedures are not
enforceable on agricultural operations that employ 10 or fewer people currently or within
the previous 12 months (b. OSHA, 1998).
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Operators rely on multiple avenues of detecting hazards in the areas in close proximity to
their machine. A FACE report of an incident involving a rearward runover in 1992
recommended the need to equip "machinery with devices to eliminate blind spots behind
machinery"(b. FACE, 1992). While technology has advanced considerably since 1992,
the application of devices to "eliminate blind spots behind machinery" has advanced very
little. Current technology best suited to assist an operator in observing surrounding areas
of the machinery are multiple mirrors (both internal and external extended arm models),
proximity detectors, and cameras with a large display.

Mirrors are reliable, inexpensive, and relatively robust, when attached to breakaway
mounting fixtures. They do possess multiple shortfalls such as image distortion, difficulty
in proper adjustment (manually adjusted extended arm types) and the existence of blind
spots within close proximity of the machinery. Image distortion is caused by one of three
contributors: vibration, convexity, and foreign material collection (Sjøflot, 1980). Proper
adjustment of external extended arm mirrors is often a time consuming difficult task
requiring two individuals (or one while implementing a guess and check method).
Improper adjustment of mirrors does not allow for sufficient view of critical areas and
has been shown to be a key contributor to rearward travel incidents. Even with properly
adjusted mirrors, the continued presence of blind spots is extremely hazardous, especially
in close proximity to the vehicle and the hitching area of most self-propelled agricultural
machines.
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Lund (2011) found that “whilst the (tractor) driver can make allowances for the poor
frontal vision, and possibly the rear visibility on either side of the tractor is close to zero,
mirrors help but it is easy for a bicycle or motorcycle to be completely out of vision.”

Proximity detectors utilized in the automotive industry allow for the detection of an
obstacle within a calibrated range of the sensor. These sensors can however offer false
readings in applications of varying terrain and must be deactivated when an implement is
in tow. While some industrial applications of proximity sensors are feasible, agricultural
applications are limited and not likely the best avenue for preventing rearward travel
incidents.

OSHA standard 1926.21(b)(2) says "The employer shall instruct each employee in the
recognition and avoidance of unsafe conditions and the regulations applicable to his work
environment to control or eliminate any hazards or other exposure to illness or injury".
The training of employees to recognize hazards is crucial to the safe working conditions
of himself and coworkers. Multiple FACE reports reviewed for this document indicated
that employees were provided training and safety measures were reviewed on a regular
basis. Despite training, incidents still occurred indicating a disconnect between reality
and an ideal working situation.

Prior to ever moving a piece of equipment, it is recommended that the operator conduct a
"walk-around" of his self-propelled machinery and any implement hitched, or in the
process of hitching, to identify hazards that may not be visible from the operator’s station
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(PAMI, 2011). Proper hitching methods involve the use of American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) hand signals for an assistant to guide the
operator into position while the assistant is outside the path of the moving machinery
(ASAE, 2004). When the vehicle reaches close proximity to the hitching point it should
be put into park and/or shut off the engine and remove the key. The assistant then makes
any adjustments necessary and returns to their position outside the path of the moving
machinery and proceeds to direct the operator to finalize the hitching process. Hitching is
a dangerous process. If proper procedures are not followed, assistants are put into harms
way between the machinery and implement. Also, vital to the safety of individuals
involved is the steadiness of the implement being hitched. If the implement is not stable,
it can be bumped and become dangerous if it collapses. Wheels of the implement should
be chocked or the brake set, if parking break is equipped, to prevent unintended
movement of the implement. Lastly, it is recommended to equip implements with hitches
that accommodate adjustments for misalignment to reduce the need of an assistant to
stand in dangerous proximity between the vehicle and implement during hitching (FACE,
2005). These accommodations are available in many forms such as telescopic tongues on
wagons/trailers, telescopic arms, as well as lateral and vertical adjustability on a 3-point
hitch, and lastly tapered/wedge shaped guides often used on quick hitches to guide
alignment of implements without intervention of an assistant. Utilizing accommodating
technology to assist in hitching greatly reduces or eliminates the physical intervention of
an assistant, assuring a safe hitching procedure.
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2.5 Conclusion
Understanding incidents involving rearward travel of agricultural machinery is
problematic due to broad categorical classification of "runover" incidents by recording
agencies and the lack of reporting in general. However, investigation of identified
incidents involving the rearward travel of agricultural machinery revealed common
factors that contributed to fatalities resulting from the operator's inability to maintain
visual contact with a known assistant, identify the presence of an unknown bystander in
dangerous proximity, or identify a stationary hazard. All three scenarios share the
commonality of the inability of the operator to visually recognize or maintain a visual
connection with objects or persons in dangerous proximity of a reversing machine. More
data is necessary to fully understand the complexity of rearward backover incidents. The
reduction of future occurrences could involve modifications of equipment or the addition
of aiding technologies such as properly positioned mirrors, cameras, proximity sensors
and/or backup alarms, allowing the operator and bystanders to be more informed of
hazards in close proximity of their location.
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CHAPTER 3. GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of this research was to improve the safety of agricultural machinery by which
the operators' ability to assess the rearward area for hazards and implement monitoring.
The objectives of this work were the following:

Objective 1. Complete a summary of a review of the literature related to operator vision
including works associated with machine monitoring and methods for enhancing vision
during rearward machine travel. Special consideration was given to research that
addressed personal injuries and property damage occurring during rearward travel.

Objective 2. Summarize the types of incidents that occur due to the operators’ inability
to view or monitor blind spots to the rear of agricultural machinery. This included
documentation of actual case studies involving each type of incident.

Objective 3. Identify and document rearward blind spots associated with selected
agricultural machinery with regard to the ability of the operator to observe and identify
hazards of various heights within a constructed field of vision. Both enhanced vision
technologies, such as mirrors and cameras, were assessed.
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Objective 4. Evaluated key factors, including design characteristics and operator
physical limitations, that impair rearward visibility on the selected agricultural machinery
with known blind-spots.

Objective 5. Develop recommendations for standards and best practices involving
“Danger” labeling and its application, as well as methods for assessing rearward visibility
of indirect viewing technologies.
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CHAPTER 4. METHODS OF COLLECTING AND ANALYZING REARWARD
VISIBILITY DATA FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY: HAZARD AND/OR
OBJECT DETECTABILITY2

4.1 Abstract
Recent interests in rearward visibility for private, construction, and commercial vehicles;
and documentation of rearward runovers involving bystanders outside the field of vision
of the operators of vehicles led to an investigation into the need for enhanced methods of
rearward visibility for large, off-highway, agricultural equipment. A review of the
literature found limited relevant research and minimal data on incidents involving
rearward runovers of bystanders and co-workers. This article reviews the findings
regarding the methods identified and tested to collect and analyze rearward visibility data,
from the operator’s perspective, on large self-propelled agricultural equipment, including
4-wheel drive tractors, combines, and agricultural sprayers, and skid-steer loaders,
increasingly found on agricultural production sites. The methods identified, largely drawn
from research conducted on private and commercial vehicles, were tested to determine
their application in identifying rearward blind spots. These methods are described and the
findings from field-testing of specific machines are provided. Recommendations include
the need to explore the benefits of establishing an appropriate engineering standard

2
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regarding rearward visibility of agricultural equipment with limited rearward vision and
the use of rearward alarm systems for warning bystanders of rearward movement.

4.2 Introduction
In the early days of mechanized agricultural production, monitoring the area around one’s
tractor and trailing implement was not too difficult. The equipment was relatively small,
traveling speed slow, and width at most only a few feet to either side of the machine. In
addition, on most tractors, the operator’s station was typically rather high up, open and
unobstructed, often behind the rear axle, and on some models offset from its centerline
(to aid in row-crop cultivation)—all of which helped maximize surrounding area
visibility, including rearward, and allowed the operator to see, track, and quickly respond
to individual tasks as they were being performed (Figure 4.1).
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of motion). Physical rotation of the operator’s body may also not provide a sufficient
field-of-view to assure complete observance of all obstacles that may be in close
proximity. Such reduced monitoring capability has led to injury (even death) to operators
or bystanders, damage to equipment and property, inefficient machine function, and
reduced productivity (Rakhra & Mann, 2013; Karimi et al., 2012; CDC, 2002).

4.3 Research focus and objective
The focus of this study was to develop methods for collecting and analyzing rearward
visibility data for agricultural machinery; creating a platform from which to identify
problem areas of insufficient or completely unobservable locations in the immediate
proximity of the machine. It was determined that the results of this research would
contribute to development of more effective work practices, equipment design, and
assistive aids that could enhance operator visibility and improve efficiency in addition to
reducing the risk of injury.

One objective of this study was to identify and document rearward blind spots associated
with selected agricultural machinery with regard to the ability of the operator to observe
and identify hazards of various heights within a measured field of vision. Both normal
vision and enhanced vision technologies, such as mirrors and cameras, were assessed.

4.4 Review of literature
A review of documented reports identified primarily bystanders but also operators as the
‘victims’ in incidents involving the rearward travel of agricultural machinery. Lund et al.
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(2011), in an evaluation of modern tractor cabs, concluded that “The majority of the area
around the modern tractor is a zone of invisibility creating a potential trap.” NIOSH
FACE reports documented losses included injury, death, and property damage. It should
be noted that the documentation of minor injuries and property damage are believed to be
significantly under-reported, if reported at all. There are currently no reporting
requirements for injuries occurring on farms exempt from OSHA standards. Thus, all
case studies documented by the author involved severe injuries or death of the victim as
primary outcomes (Ehlers et al., 2015).

Currently, there is no known published data on the economic impact that reduced visual
monitoring has on agricultural operations or the contributions that impaired or obstructed
operator vision has on the frequency or severity of agricultural workplace injuries.
Nearly all incidents reviewed through case studies can be categorized into one of three
scenarios described in Chapter 2—(1) machinery operator losing visual contact with a
known assistant during reverse motion, resulting in a runover or crushing incident; (2)
machinery operator with no knowledge of a bystander to the rear, resulting in a runover
or crushing incident; and (3) incidents involving only the machinery operator while
traveling in reverse into a stationary hazard.

Accessible agricultural industry-specific data related to the significance that impaired
rearward visibility has on safety and productivity is limited or non-existent beyond being
identified as a key contributor to rearward travel incident case studies. In some of these
studies, the research findings appear to be considered proprietary. There are no
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engineering or mandatory safety standards pertaining to quantifiable values of acceptable
rearward visibility for agricultural manufacturers to comply with, nor are there
standardized methods for evaluating and collecting such data. However, ISO Standard
5721, “Agricultural Tractors—Requirements, Test Procedures, and Acceptance Criteria
for the Operator’s Field of Vision, Part 2” does focus on testing procedures for rearward
visibility, but does not evaluate the assistance that indirect viewing technologies provide
(ISO. 2013). The American National Standard Institute (ANSI) is a member of the
International Standards Organization (ISO) and may adopt identical or modified ISO
standards into an American National Standard by following ANSI adoption procedures
(ANSI, 2007). Advancements in both standards and technologies designed to reduce
rearward runovers while operating on-highway motor vehicles are being rapidly adopted
in the automotive industry. Fueled initially by public opinion and now by legislative
action, automotive manufacturers must meet government standards of rearward visibility,
employing numerous investments of visibility and object detection technology.

Common practice in nearly every industry involving self-propelled vehicles calls for
evaluating the operator’s ability to detect nearby hazards, including and especially those
to the rear. The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), the U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
all have—or have proposed—methods and standards of visibility evaluation for vehicles
qualifying for oversight. However, agricultural businesses with 10 or fewer employees
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are not required to use equipment and practices that comply with any of the above
agency/organization regulations (OSHA, 1998).

The American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE), which is
responsible for development of many agriculture industry standards, does not currently
require a quantifiable level of visibility or have a standard mode of evaluating the area of
visibility (including rearward) for agricultural machinery. Hence, modifying the modes
of testing used in other industries in order to better understand the hazardous blind spots
of agricultural machinery would at least lay the groundwork for improving the safety of
agricultural workers and bystanders. SAE International has published a standard specific
to earthmoving machinery (Standard J1091_201311, “Earthmoving Machinery—
Operator’s Field of View); however, this standard does not take into account the use of
implements in tow or any “operational movements of working tools” (SAE, 2013).
Similar to SAE’s standard, ISO Standard 5721also utilized a 12-meter (39 foot) radius
circle from the reference point of the operators seated position (ISO, 2013). Both SAE
J1091 and ISO 5721 produce a 2D visibility schematic of which measured obstructed
area must be within allowable tolerances set by the respective agency.

The Research, Development and Education for Leaders in Safety and Technology
(RAPIDS) Laboratory developed a novel approach of 3D spot measurement, which
computes 3D volumetric blind spot data (as opposed to the 2D data generated by ISO and
SAE standards). Also utilizing a12-meter (39-foot) circular test area, the RAPIDS
method eliminates the use of manually calculated shadow obstructions of the machinery
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though utilizing point cloud data (Teizer, 2013). The 3D data collected via the RAPIDS
method allows for 2D analysis of SAE and ISO standards in addition to analyzing object
detection dependent upon height.

4.5 NHTSA’s on-highway vehicle rearward visibility test procedure: a potential model
for agricultural machinery?
The NHTSA-crafted Cameron Gulbransen Kids Transportation Safety Act of 2007
proposed an expansion of rearward visibility for all passenger cars, trucks, minivans,
buses, and low-speed vehicles with a gross weight of up to 10,000 pounds (motorcycles
and trailers exempt). This directive was designed to ensure that drivers can see directly
behind their vehicle when in reverse (2007, NHTSA). The act was signed into law on
Feb. 28, 2008, with it taking full effect on May 1, 2018. In personal correspondence with
NHTSA officials in Fall 2014, it was confirmed that, although procedures to validate
qualifying vehicles were still in the testing phase, they will closely resemble those
pertaining to vehicle mirrors, reported in FMVSS No. 111, Section 13, “School Bus
Mirror Test Procedures—Rearview Mirrors (USDOT, 1999).

One portion of the new law that would be especially applicable to agricultural machinery
is Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 49 CFR Part 571, titled “Rearview Mirrors;”’
and Part 585, titled “Low-Speed Vehicles Phase-In Reporting Requirements" (USDOT,
2011). Both 571 and 585 outline the proposed testing procedures for validating rearview
cameras, which address the following:
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rearview mirror, the driver will turn his head to look at the display with little or no lateral
eye rotation. Anthropometric data from the NHTSA-sponsored study of the dimensions
of the 50th percentile male drivers seated with a 25º seat-back angle give the longitudinal
and vertical location with respect to the H point.

4.5.2 Visibility relative to the rearward grid
Through evaluation of rear pedestrian collisions, NHTSA determined that the highest risk
is concentrated to a 10-foot-wide area centered to the rear of the vehicle; that the
longitudinal range (i.e., length) was the distance a vehicle traveled before contacting a
pedestrian (Figure 4.3). In this study the NHTSA determined that 77% of special crash
investigation backover cases the vehicle traveled 20 feet or less (Figure 4.3). (USDOT,
2011)
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4.5.4 Visibility relative to image display
The NHTSA proposes a display capable of showing image sizes of at least 5 minutes of
arc for Objects A, B, and C (Figure 4.4), and individually not less than 3 minutes of arc.
Image size specifically relates to these three objects due to their farthest positioning from
the rear of the vehicle, which are inherently perceived as the smallest in the display image.
The NHTSA further proposes that ‘image lag time’ be limited to no more than two
seconds, calculated from the time the vehicle's transmission is shifted into reverse gear to
when a rear image is displayed on the monitor. It is believed that, given a longer lag time,
drivers will be more likely to begin a backing maneuver before the image of the area
behind the vehicle is displayed. ‘Image linger time’ refers to the period in which the
rearview image continues to be displayed after the vehicle's transmission has been shifted
out of reverse. There are two modes of determining image linger—(1) time based limit
for a maximum of 10 seconds or (2) speed-based limit 8 kph (5 mph).

4.6 Agricultural machinery: rearward visibility testing methodology
Rearward visibility testing procedures for agricultural machinery were developed with
strong emphasis on the NHTSA's proposed methods of validating on-highway rear-view
cameras (OFR, 2014). Methods developed for agricultural machinery were utilized on
numerous machines of varying configuration, size, and type. Rear view camera
monitoring in agricultural applications is intended to remain functioning throughout the
entire duration of operation, as opposed to being limited to the selection of reverse gear
such as the automotive industry. A grid design was modified to be more conducive to
agricultural applications, given the notably larger stature and comparatively lower travel
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speeds of agricultural equipment. Data was collected for the entire grid, however areas of
most importance, identified to have the highest occurrence of runover incidents (Ehlers et
al. 2015), were assigned a minimum threshold of visibility to receive a passing
recommendation.

4.7 Machinery selected
From the largest agricultural equipment manufacturers in the U.S., the following nine
self-propelled machines were selected as representatives of equipment with the potential
of impaired rearward vision.
420-hp 4WD articulated-track tractor.
2. 360-hp MFWD row-crop tractor.
3. 310-hp MFWD row-crop tractor with 1,100-bushel grain cart.
4. 140-hp MFWD utility tractor.
5. 100-hp MFWD utility tractor.
6. 320-hp class 6 combine harvester.
7. 325-hp 1,200-gallon self-propelled sprayer (with 120-foot boom).
8. 60-hp skid-steer (with 1,850-pound operating-load).
9. 44-hp full-size side-by-side utility vehicle.
(4WD: Four Wheel Drive, MFWD: Mechanical Front Wheel Drive)

This broad representation of machine categories/types provided a sample that varied
widely in size, horsepower rating, and model configuration to distinguish samples and
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allow for a broad representation. All nine, however, featured enclosed operator stations.
A 1,100-bushel grain cart was added to the 310-hp row-crop tractor (#3) to represent
implements in tow that, because of height and solid construction, completely block direct
visibility—compared to implements (e.g., disks, cultivators, mowers) that permit at least
some visibility.

4.8 Mirrors/Cameras utilized
4.8.1 Exterior mirrors
The components used to measure rearward visibility were the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) mirrors on machines 1,2,3,4,6,7; OEM rear-viewing camera on
machine 6, VisionWorks camera kit affixed on machines 1,2,3,4,5,7,8, and a HDE
camera on machine 9. The VisionWorks kit (model VWIC700) included a night-vision
weatherproof camera, 7-inch color monitor, 30-foot video cable, and 12-volt power
connections. The magnetic base fixture of the camera was mounted in several locations
during testing, and would vary given the operation/implement in tow, however it was
commonly mounted above the power take off (PTO) shield or in a central location
approximately 0.9 m (3 feet) off the ground for machines without a PTO. For machine 6,
the factory camera was mounted approximately 2.7 m (9 feet) off the ground centered on
the rear panel. Given the operating environment of machine 6 (combine harvester), this
location was necessary to reduce image distortion caused by excessive amounts of dust
and debris. Machine 9 (side by side utility vehicle) was equipped with a HDE model
E336 170° camera mounted centrally to the underside of the bed of the UTV, with a TFT
7-inch color display monitor. Machine 8 (skid-steer loader) was equipped with the same
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magnetically mounted camera utilized on all tractor tests, however camera mounting
position was centered above the engine compartment door to provide shielding during
machine operation.

4.8.2 Interior mirror(s)
In each machine’s enclosed cab, from the forward-facing position of the average
height U.S. man, an indicator pendulum was suspended from the ceiling, marking the
location of the midpoint of the operator's eyes (similar to point Mf of Figure 4.1). It was
at this reference point that a 12.1 Mega Pixel Canon PowerShot model SX260 HS camera,
with 20X optical and 4X digital zoom (80X combined zoom), was mounted to record the
images from point Mf of all internal and external mirrors and the rearview camera
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6).
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4.8.3 Camera systems
A VisionWorks 17.8 cm (7 inch) color display paired with a wide angle (170°)
weatherproof (Sony) camera was selected for use on all tested machines with exception
of the S660 Combine, which was pre-installed with a camera system utilizing an existing
monitor, and the Polaris UTV, that was paired with a 17.8 cm (7 inch) TFT dual input
display and a HDE model E336 (170°) weatherproof camera. The VisionWorks system
was selected as the main test system because it is an agricultural specific system designed
to withstand conditions characteristic of production agriculture. The VisionWorks camera
system also featured one of the highest resolutions of the advertised agricultural specific
cameras systems at 700 TVL.

The display was positioned so not to impair forward visibility, and out of direct sun to
reduce glare. Both the VisionWorks and TFT displays featured a sunshade to improve
image clarity and were placed above or beside the steering column. Cameras utilized on
all tested equipment were directly wired to the display (wireless camera systems were not
tested). Power was supplied to the camera directly from the display with exception of the
UTV, which was powered by a local power source available near the mounting location.
Cameras were mounted in a low central location to allow for an outward view as opposed
to a top down perspective, except when the function of the machine would reduce image
clarity in this location i.e. combine, sprayer, and skid-steer.
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and Pole 25 were calculated using the Pythagorean theorem, and a string indicating the
calculated hypotenuse was stretched diagonally from Pole 5 to Pole 21 and intersected
with a 6.09 m (20') string stretched from Pole 1 to Pole 21 to insure proper placement of
the corners. The identical procedure was followed to identify the position of Pole 25.
With Row 1 and all four corner-poles in position, the contractor’s string was used to
insure straight alignment of all interior poles.

For every exterior-mounted mirror and camera, the visibility of all four streamers on each
of the 25 indicator poles was recorded by the interior camera to be later evaluated for
level of visibility from the forward-facing position of the operator. This generated 100
data points for each rear-viewing mirror and camera source.

4.10 Data collection procedure
The collected images were enlarged and analyzed using Mac iPhoto software. The
lowest visible height (indicating the highest level of visibility) was recorded for each
indicator pole and translated to a 5 x 5 table in Microsoft Excel, resembling the 5 x 5 grid
used to collect data (Figure 4.9). A table was generated for every mirror and camera
view for all nine machines. From the individual visibility-grid results, a master rearward
visibility grid was generated to represent the area of visibility available to the operator
utilizing all viewing modes. The Excel tables allowed for visual identification of limited
or invisible locations to the rear of the tested machinery and immediate identification of
hazardous area. Figures 4.10 & 4.11 represent the findings from tractor 2.
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4.11 Results and analysis
Utilizing data collected, each machine received a pass/fail grade (based on the NHTSA's
points A-G (Figure 4.4)) depending on the visibility of five highly hazardous locations
identified through the case studies prepared by Ehlers et al. (2015). Machinery that
received a passing score allowed the operator to visually monitor the 0.61 m (24")
indicator of locations 2, 3, 4, 21, and 25 (Figure 4.9). Indicators 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
the locations directly adjacent to the rear of the machine; with 2 and 4 in dangerous
proximity of the rear tires, and location 3 corresponding to the hitching area. Locations
21 and 25 are the furthest corners from the rear of the machine. These areas did not pose
immediate danger to bystanders, however requiring visibility of these locations assured
viewing angles of the rear-monitoring equipment (e.g. should a camera be misaligned
with an angle too vertical, locations 2, 3, and 4 could be visible, but not likely locations
21 and 25).

Statistical analysis was conducted on "fail points" of tested machinery. These nonparametric analyses represent the frequency of failure pertaining to the five pass/fail
indicators and frequency of obstructed markers across all categories. Compilation of this
data will assist in future monitoring technology and machine design by identifying highrisk areas with limited visibility.

4.11.1 Rearward visibility models
Visibility models were created for both tractors only and all self-propelled machinery
tested. These models were composed of twenty-five pie charts overlaid on the rearward
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test grid corresponding to each of the twenty-five grid cells. For each grid cell, the
highest level of visibility was recorded for both of the tested technologies (mirrors and
cameras) for each tested machine. The incorporation of best achievable visibility of
multiple tested machines of similar type allowed for rearward visibility modeling and
comparison, allowing for evaluation of patterns and correlations.

4.12 Conclusion
The development of methods to collect and analyze rearward visibility data for
agricultural machinery will serve as a basis for expanding the safety, productivity and
wellbeing of operators and bystanders. The establishment of a standardized mode of
identifying hazardous locations, and setting a standard level of acceptable visibility
unilaterally adopted by machinery manufacturers will serve as a platform for advancing
technologies generating un-foretold benefits.

4.13 Recommendation
It is recommended that the appropriate technical committee of ASABE or SAE review
the findings and consider two standards.

1) A standard to allow for consistent objective assessment of rearward vision on self
propelled agricultural equipment with the potential for blind spots. This could help
identify risk factors that could be addressed in the operator's manual or warning decals on
the machine.
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2) A standard that would address the selection, testing, and installation of rearward travel
warning systems and enhanced vision accessories including mirrors, and cameras.
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CHAPTER 5. DATA COLLECTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Introduction
Visibility testing procedures employed in this study focused specifically on the ability of
the operator to visually identify objects and hazards within close proximity to the rear of
the machine during operation. This procedure (outlined in Chapter 4) utilized methods
similar to those adopted by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
(NHTSA) to validate on-highway vehicles in compliance with visibility standards to be
enforced, beginning in 2018, as well as the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in
standard J1091, Earthmoving Machinery- Operator’s Field of View. It was intended that
the data collected would identify not only common factors limiting rearward visibility,
but also any changes that technological advancements in monitoring have on the
operator’s ability to observe objects and hazards.

5.2 Machinery tested
The agricultural machines tested included nine self-propelled vehicles—five tractors of
varying sizes, a combine harvester, a sprayer, a skid-steer and a side-by-side utility
vehicle (UTV). These machines were selected from 2015 dealer inventories of the largest
agricultural machinery manufacturers in the U.S. Multiple self-propelled machines and
tractors were not tested in the same class of vehicle due to indiscernible differences
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5.4 1. Case Quadtrac 420 articulated track tractor
The largest of the machines tested in terms of size and horsepower, the Case Quadtrac
420 represented the broad category of articulated tractors. Basic specifications of the
Quadtrac 420 are as follows (Table 5.1):
Table 5.1. Case Quadtrac 420 specifications.
Engine Power

kW (hp) 313 (420)

Trackbase

mm (in)

4064 (160)

Length (including hitch)

mm (in)

8001 (315)

Width (minimum and maximum)

mm (in)

2438-3658 (96-144)

Height

mm (in)

3843 (151)

Weight (un-ballasted, max ballast) kg (lb)

19736-25877 (43510-57050)

The operator station is forward of the articulation point while the hitching point is located
at the rear-most of the tractor (Figure 5.3). In comparison to non-articulated tractors, the
operator station’s forward position introduced a lower sloped line of vision to the
hitching points for direct view of the rearward area. Without the use of mirrors or camera,
this presents obstacles for the operator to observe locations immediately behind the
tractor.
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5.6 3. Case Magnum 310 MFWD row-crop tractor with 1,100-bushel grain cart
To evaluate implements in tow, a Case Magnum 310 MFWD tractor was paired with a
Brent 1082 grain cart. Basic specifications of the 310 Magnum are as follows (Table 5.3):

Table 5.3. Case Magnum 310 specifications.
Engine Power

kW (hp) 231 (310)

Wheelbase

mm (in)

3050 (120)

Length (including hitch & weights) mm (in)

6275 (247)

Width (bar axle ends)

mm (in)

3048 (120)

Height

mm (in)

3339 (131.5)

Weight (un-ballasted, max ballast)

kg (lb)

13082-15680 (28800-34500)

Basic specifications of the Brent 1082 are as follows (Table 5.4):
Table 5.4. Brent 1082 grain cart specifications.
Capacity

m3 (bu)

35.2+ (1000+)

Length (hitch to rear most point) mm (in) 8992 (354)
Length (hitch to axle)

mm (in) 5054 (199)

Width (outside wheel to wheel)

mm (in) 4343 (171)

Height (folded auger)

mm (in) 3840 (151)

Weight (empty)

kg (lb)

5570 (12280)

As with the testing of the bare machine, flags were positioned at the farthest rearward
point (Figure 5.29). A grain cart was selected to represent implements because of its solid
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5.9 6. John Deere S660 combine harvester
Combine harvesters of varying size, make, and generation were examined regarding their
rearward visibility. For documentation of visibility, a John Deere S660 combine was
selected. These machines appear to be designed with the assumption that rearward
operator vision is greatly limited and cannot be enhanced with mirrors or windows. Tests
below were conducted on a John Deere S660 combine, however similar results were
noted on all models evaluated. Basic specifications of the S660 are as follows (Table 5.7):
Table 5.7. John Deere S660 combine harvester specifications.
Engine Power

kW (hp) 249 (333)

Length (not including auger or head) mm (in)

8583 (338)

Width (up to depending on tires)

mm (in)

4877 (192)

Height (unfolded bin auger)

mm (in)

4800 (189)

Weight (dry)

kg (lb)

16650 (36706)

As described in the methods of testing, the test grid was centered on the rear most
location of the self propelled vehicle. For tractors, this location correlated with the
drawbar. However, the rear most location of a combine is the unloading auger, which
does not pose an immediate threat to a bystander as it is located more than 3 m (10 ft.) off
the ground (Figure 5.51). This location also neglects nearly 4.6 m (15 ft.) between the
rear of the machine and the rear of the unloading spout. For this reason, the test grid was
centered on the rear most location of the body of the combine, not the unloading spout.
The inability of the operator to determine, in some cases, the position of the auger could
result in machine damage.
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Table 5.8. Case Patriot 4430 self-propelled sprayer specifications.
Engine Power

kW (hp) 250 (335)

Capacity

l (gal)

4542 (1200)

Wheelbase

mm (in)

4060 (160)

Length

mm (in)

9083 (358)

Width (retracted, extended wheels) mm (in)

3505-4480 (138-176)

Height (boom)

mm (in)

480-2130 (19-84)

Weight (dry)

kg (lb)

13109 (28900)

Ground Clearance

mm (in)

1350 (53)

Cab glass area

m2 (ft2)

8.32 (90.1)

This sprayer featured two sets of left and right exterior extended-arm mirrors (no in-cab
mirror). The first set of extended arm mirrors were attached to the cab corners similar to
other tested agricultural machinery. The second set was only visible when the spray
booms were folded into transport mode, as they were attached to the mid-section of the
booms.
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5.11 8. Case SV185 skid-steer
While more often associated with construction applications, the use of skid-steer loaders
is commonly utilized on farming operations with handling materials, cleaning animal
waste from confined spaces, animal feeding, light earth-moving/repairs, as well as paired
with countless attachments. One of the most noted characteristics associated with
operating a skid-steer is the abundance of blind spots for the operator. Due to the design
of these machines, external mirrors are not possible due to the movement arc of the
loader booms. Interior mirrors are also not found on many models as well. The area
immediately behind these highly maneuverable machine is especially invisible to the
operator. Incidents involving runovers of bystanders, including children have been
documented.

Operator vision tests were conducted on a Case SV185, a mid-sized machine equipped
with a quick attach bucket. Basic specifications of the SV185 are as follows (Table 5.9):
Table 5.9. Case SV185 skid-steer specifications.
Engine Power

kW (hp) 44.7 (60)

Length (with bucket)

mm (in)

3350 (131.7)

Width (standard tires)

mm (in)

1630 (64)

Height

mm (in)

1970 (77.7)

Weight

kg (lb)

2980 (6570)

Rated Operating Load kg (lb)

840 (1850)
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interior roof of the machine. While objects in near proximity remained undetectable, tall
objects (e.g., other equipment, buildings, trees) were detectable.

Due to the zero-turning radius of a skid-steer, and minimum working clearances, proper
camera placement was necessary to prevent damage. A camera can easily be mounted
atop the engine compartment or roll cage with no modification, however some cameras
could be placed on the inside of the rear engine compartment door to be fully shielded. In
this location, a small opening could be added to the door for the camera to attain a
rearward view, however, this mounting method can impair peripheral views.

5.12 9. Polaris Ranger UTV
The side-by-side utility vehicles (UTV) are commonly used in farming operations for a
variety of tasks and their use continues to grow. Providing off-road transportation to
check crops and livestock or utilized for production purposed such as spraying, seeding,
tilling, planting, and mowing, provides a service much like a small utility tractor for
small plots of land.

A Polaris Ranger was chosen as the representative for this category (Figure 5.72). This
UTV did not feature factory-equipped mirrors in its factory original configuration,
however they were added after purchased.
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CHAPTER 6. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction
There were 125 data points collected for each mirror view and camera position for
each of the nine tested machines, with the compilation of these data identifying the
common ones of limited visibility for all of them. The results were separated into two
categories – (1) the four tractors only (without implements in tow) and (2) all nine of
the tested machines. This allowed for creation of a ‘predictive model’ to compare
rearward visibility in agricultural tractors and in the most commonly used selfpropelled agricultural machine types by depicting the frequency of occurrence for
visible area. Utilizing color-plus-letter key (Figure 6.1), each of the 25 cells in the test
grid (Figure 5.2) contained a pie chart representing the overall union of the tested
machines and the percentage of the best achievable level of visibility.
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• Obstacles in the areas adjacent to the tractors’ rear tires (Cells 2 and 4)
allowed for, at best, the view of an average child standing fully upright.
• Level of visibility greatly increased as distance from the tractor increased, as
seen in Rows 4 and 5.
• Midline test cells 3 m (10 ft.) or more from the rear of the tractor (Cells 13, 18,
and 23) achieved 100% visibility of the kneeling indicator level for all tractors
tested. This allowed for excellent monitoring of implement-in-tow throughout
the midline. However, depending on implement width and mirror positioning
to view implement extremities, middling visibility would likely decrease.

6.2.2 Rearward visibility via cameras only
The four tractors tested utilizing cameras only, the camera mounting location
uniformly selected was above the PTO master shield, which provided a superior
viewing angle of the hitching area. The visibility models for these four tractors
(Figure 6.3) revealed the following:
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• Extremity points of the first three rows of the grid (i.e., Cells 1, 6, 11, 5, 10,
and 15) were not visible in any camera test; however, these points were
beyond the width of all the tested tractors.

6.3 Pearson r correlation between mirrors and cameras
A Pearson r correlation test was utilized to further examine the relationships between
viewable areas of the test grid. The results were as follow:
• The Pearson r of obstructed visibility areas between the tractor mirrors and
cameras yielded a moderate positive value of r = 0.54, indicating that many of
the obstructed locations of the test grid affected both mirror and camera
modes of viewing similarly. Such was visually detectable in Figures 6.3 and
6.4, which showed obstructed areas prevalent nearest the tractor and reduced
to zero along the midline outward to the extremities of the test grid as distance
from the tractor was increased.
• A strong positive correlation of r = 0.75 was recorded among those areas with
visibility of kneeling indicators for both the tractor cameras and mirrors. This
correlation indicates that mirrors and cameras share commonality of areas of
high visibility of the area tested.

6.4 Rearward visibility via union of mirrors and cameras
Testing individual viewpoints was important in identifying area for visual
improvement. Thus, a visibility model of the union of all mirrors and cameras was
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• Despite this union, the locations adjacent to the tractors’ rear tires (Cells 2 and
4) suffered viewing impairments, with only 25% of tractors achieving the
kneeling indicator level in Cell 4.
• Extremity locations nearest the tractor (Cells 1 and 5) were 100%
unobservable and no greater than 50% observable as far away as 4.6 m (15 ft.)
from the rear of the machine.

6.5 Analysis of results – All tested machines
Similar results were seen for all agricultural tractors and other self-propelled
machines tested as with the tractors only – i.e., less visibility nearest the rear of the
machines and improving with greater distance.

6.5.1 Rearward visibility via mirrors only
The visibility model for all nine tested machines equipped with factory-installed
and/or after-market mirrors (Figure 6.5) revealed the following:
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• The greatest distance tested from the rear of the machine (Row 5) averaged 47%
completely obstructed view.
• An average of 51% of the kneeling indicators in Row 5 were visible,
compared to only 9% in Row 1.

6.6 Rearward visibility via cameras only
Unlike the uniformity of visible areas measured from the identical placement of the
tractors only, the other self-propelled machines utilized multiple cameras of various
makes, models and mounting locations. The visibility model for all the tested
machines to which were added cameras (Figure 6.6) revealed the following:
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• Minor variances were recorded in those areas nearest the rear of machines
versus the uniform results generated by the consistent PTO shielding location
for cameras in the tractors-only tests.
• These minor variances can be attributed to the different camera mounting
locations on the other self-propelled machines, as their design and function
limited the ability to consistently mount the camera in a low and central
location.

6.7 Rearview visibility via union of mirrors and cameras
The visibility model that included a diverse pool of tractors and other self-propelled
machinery with multiple variations of operator stations, cameras and both interior and
exterior mirror positioning (Figure 6.7) revealed the following:
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• Similar to the previous graphs, visibility increased as distance from the rear of
the machine increased, with the grid extremities offering the highest level of
obstructed views.

6.8 Recommendations based on the analyzed results
There are various elements/items that can impact the level of visibility (rearward
and/or forward) of agricultural machinery. They involve operator station design and
configuration, seat height, operation station optional accessories, machine exterior
lighting, mirrors, camera systems, types of implements in tow, and methods of
hitching. Following are some of the issues and recommendations related to each.

6.8.1 Recommendations regarding operator station design/configuration
In carrying out this study, subtle differences were noted among the various machines
relative to the design features and configuration of their operator stations, some of
which played a significant role in maximizing visibility, thus leading to the following
recommendations:
(1) Operator stations should offer as clear a line of sight as possible of the areas
immediately surrounding the machine by aligning unavoidable obstructions to
minimize their impact. This is seen where the manufacturers have aligned displays,
control panels, and external components with the machines’ cab structural
supports/ROPS.
(2) An under-utilized location in the operator station of all tractors tested was the area
above the central steering wheel console. Aligning this area of forward obstruction of
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the tractor’s hood with a monitor to display camera input offered no addition to
forward obstructed areas while increasing the operators’ awareness of rearward areas
greatly.

6.8.2 Recommendations regarding operator station accessories
Sun Blinds. A rather common in-cab component of most newer machines today, sun
binds can be located in both front and rear windows and are usually made of a mesh
material, which allows the operator to extend and retract them from the cab’s
headliner. Although they may somewhat restrict visibility, the benefit of reducing
glare and direct sunlight far outweighs any possible hindrances.

Windshield Wipers. These are another increasingly standard accessory, many of
which have window-cleaning capability. The particulates that collect on the external
surface of cab glass can significantly affect one’s ability to see clearly the
surrounding area and even to carry out an intended task. Depending on cab location
and style, configuration of the windshield wipers is important. For self-propelled
vehicles with forward-positioned cab (e.g., combine harvester, sprayer, forage cutter),
the front windshield often extends from roof to floor. If such is the case, it is
recommended that the dual front wipers have washing capability to improve both
outward and downward observations angles. If the machine is intended for extensive
field work with towed or mounted implements, the capacity to clear rear-facing
windows would be beneficial, especially under dusty conditions. Lastly, it is
recommended for manufactures to place windshield wipers with washing capabilities
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on the cab’s side windows as well to allow for less obstructed view of exterior
extended-arm mirrors for machine types of which this area is difficult to access, such
as a combine.

Interior Lighting. Control panels and display monitors can produce interior glare
during operation. Thus, it is recommended that all displays have the capability of
being manually or automatically dimmed/brightened with changing light levels plus
have an adjustable background color to reduce potential for creating glare as well as
maximize contrast of the displayed information. In some situations, it may be
necessary to provide a sun visor or shielding so the operator can better ‘read’ the
displayed information.

Radio Controls: Machinery equipped with radios can impair the operators’ ability to
audibly recognize hazardous situations, despite being equipped with assistive
technology. Some types of hazard detection technology alert the operator not only
visually but with an audible alarm, as well as vocal commands by co-workers.
Operator recognition of audible hazard alerts and vocal commands can be undetected
if radio volume level surpasses that of the alerting tone. It is recommended that
machinery equipped with factory radio systems to be overridden by safety alert tones,
and also set a maximum allowable decibel level when the machinery is in reverse. It
is also recommended that placement of radio controls not impair the operators’ ability
to utilize any viewing medium.
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6.8.3 Recommendations regarding machine exterior lighting
The recommended color temperature is about 6500k, which allows easier focus for
one with reduced eye strain (Draper, 2012). With recent improvements to xenon,
HID, and LED capabilities, more of the surrounding area can now be illuminated (up
to 360° around the machine) with the proper selection and placement of lamp type—
i.e., flood, trapezoid, and spot (Gaines, 2013). According to Templeton et al. (1998),
proper placement of exterior lights is important to prevent unwanted illumination of
suspended particles (i.e., dust, debris) surrounding the machinery. That ‘proper
placement’ is above and/or below the operator’s line of sight, whereas placement in
his line of sight will maximize the illumination of suspended particles.

6.8.4 Recommendations regarding mirrors
A wide variety of mirrors were examined during this study, with multiple
differentiations observed relative to their placement, size, shape, and curvature in
relationship to their overall effectiveness.

Exterior mirrors. Exterior extended-arm mirrors were found to be highly beneficial
when it comes to an implement in tow. Most often mounted on the forward most
corners of the cab, they provided viewing angles otherwise unobtainable from the
operator’s seated location. However, adjustability was the single most important asset
or hindrance to level of visibility. In the case of manually adjusted mirrors, operators
often neglect to position (or re-position) them to the proper viewing angles because of
their out-of-reach location. Furthermore, one’s ability to vary the distance of exterior
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mirrors from the machine’s midline greatly affects the viewable area by broadening
the angle of view. The highest level of visibility is acquired with mirrors that allow
the greatest amount of ‘tailoring’ to accommodate specific tasks. The most commonly
encountered adjustable variables include mirror angles and distance from the midline
of the cab.

Through evaluation of multiple exterior extended-arm mirrors in this research, it is
recommended that they possess the following characteristics – (1) have enough
surface area to sufficiently view the intended areas as outlined by Sjøflot (1980b); (2)
are electronically adjustable from the seated operating position; (3) are telescopic to
allow for change in distance from the machine’s midline; (4) are durable and
retractable with a breakaway feature as so to minimize damage by trees, buildings,
and other machines; (5) have a multiple mirror surface within a single house (as seen
on Case Magnum 310 Figure 5.37); and (6) are located so as not to impair
ingress/egress and cab door arc.

Interior Mirrors. Interior mirrors can be beneficial to the operator’s ability to detect
hazards toward the rear of the machine, provided the mirrors are properly placed. In
this study, the most commonly encountered ‘hindrance’ to their effectiveness were
such things as operator controls (e.g., radio, climate control vents), cab structural
components, and even the operator himself. While not all of these hindrances can be
removed, their impediments to rearward visibility can be reduced by mounting a
mirror in each forward corner of the cab.
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6.9 Recommendations regarding camera systems
At this point in time, utilization of camera technology in the agricultural industry
(compared to other industries) has been rather limited. Yet it can be easily adapted to
many facets of agricultural productions, such as monitoring machine functions;
insuring proper alignment (during hitching, unloading, storage facility navigations);
gauging input/output levels in grain tanks, seeding bins/compartments, liquid and dry
applications; detecting fault; bystanders; and enhancing safety and security. As
verified in this research, cameras properly placed on tractors and other self-propelled
machinery can provide a level of visual data previously unattainable by the operator.

In this study, on conventional row-crop tractors, hitching and midline visibility was
best achieved with the camera placed above the PTO master shield. At that location, it
was not only largely protected from damage, but was also easily accessible should it
have to be removed or repositioned. The 170° angle lens equipped cameras utilized in
testing provided a wide angle of visibility but neglected some areas close to the rear
tires. To improve the visibility these areas, it is recommended that a second camera be
mounted high off the rear of the cab in order to provide a top-down orientation.
Negatives with this location include poor depth perception and reduced rearward
view as the distances from the rear of the tractor increase. On other self-propelled
machinery, best results were realized with the camera in a low, central location,
except where machine functions, such as generation of large amounts of dust or
airborne materials would hinder image clarity, such as with a combine.
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Two more crucial components when selecting a camera system for agricultural
applications are image quality and display size. The operator’s ability to make
decisions about obstructed areas in close proximity of his machine depends on
correctly interpreting the visual data. High-definition camera images and a display
that’s large and clear enough to convey the information are key to success of the
system. The recommended characteristics of a camera systems are as follows:

Camera- (1) wide angle (170°), high definition, color camera; (2) waterproof or at
least water resistant; (3) appropriate mounting capability for intended applications
(e.g., magnetic, fasteners, adhesive); (4) water-printed (overlaid) distance grid to
assist in gauging proximity to objects; (5) meets NHTSA standards; and (6) some
level of low light assistance (LED lighting, night-vision)

Monitor- (1) minimum 17.8 cm (7 in.) color display, with resolution levels equal to
or greater than the capacities of the camera; (2) at least two video inputs to allow for
simultaneous viewing; (3) mirroring option to allow for proper orientation selection
for the particular job; (4) 100% on time (unlike automotive backup cameras that only
operate when the vehicle is in reverse); and (5) proper wiring harness to utilize
existing display components.

6.10 Recommendations regarding implements in tow
Agricultural machines that tow implements require additional attention to ensure the
detection of nearby or following hazards, such as overtaking traffic. Utilizing mirrors
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and cameras in unison will assist in achieving that increased level of visibility as well
as maximizing safety and operation monitoring. When used in concert with rearview
cameras (one on the machine’s PTO shield, the other at the rear of the implement),
exterior extended-arm mirrors should be focused on the extremities of the trailing
implement. This allows the operator to quickly see the furthest points of the
implement’s footprint, while utilizing the camera technology to monitor midline and
rear-most areas. Such a mirror-camera configuration, of course, calls for use of a
dual-input monitor so the operator can see both the space between tractor and
implement and the area behind the implement. This configuration can also be utilized
in fault and implement status monitoring. Being relatively small, cameras can be
positioned appropriately to allow the operator to see tank/bin levels, implement
mounted gauges, in addition to their obvious safety benefits.

6.11 Recommendations regarding hitching
Case studies, cited in Chapter 2, have revealed that incidents involving co-workers
are often encountered during the hitching of implements, resulting in injury or death
from being crushed or pinned between the tractor and implement. A primarily reason
is that the operator loses visual connection with a co-worker. Having the highest
tested level of midline visibility of the kneeling indicators, camera technology
provided the greatest capability of visual connection with a co-worker during hitching
procedures. Safety is also increased due to better transmission of visual signals from
co-worker to operator. Although not tested in visibility studies, the addition of an
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6.12 Recommendations regarding highway transport
The safe transport of agricultural equipment on highways can be difficult and
potentially dangerous due to its size and obstructed visibility. (In fact, for many
implements, being in highway transport mode reduces visibility more than being in
field-operation mode.) Exterior extended-arm mirrors are especially important during
highway transport because they allow the operator to see beyond the extremities of
both machine and trailing implement.

An on-highway vehicle passing an agricultural machinery is dangerous enough, but
even more so if the machine operator is in the process of making a left-hand turn.
Because large blind spots exist to the rear of machinery, detection of automotive
traffic is difficult at best. In this study, the addition of camera technology was shown
to increase midline visibility in all tests. If utilized during on-highway transport, it
would provide the operator a level of awareness of automotive hazard otherwise
unattainable, as seen with the tested implement in tow (see Figure 5.35)

6.13 Suggestions for future developing evidence-based standards
It is recommended that consideration be given to the establishment of an ASABE or
SAE committee to develop a standard method of testing tractor and other selfpropelled agricultural machine visibility, and for determining minimal levels of
accepted visibility for particular machine types. This process should also include the
development of standardized labeling or safety messages for obstructed areas. It is
further recommended that prior-established methods of measuring visibility by
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NHTSA for on-highway vehicles and SAE for construction equipment be utilized, as
was done in this research. Combining SAE’s methods of determining obstructed
areas created by machine components and NHTSA’s methods of examining visibility
acquired by assistive technology (e.g., cameras and mirrors), would ensure a standard
designed to improve one of the most dangerous industries in the world—agriculture.
Attached as Appendix A is a draft letter to ASABE recommending the consideration
of a consensus standard of operator visibility, with special consideration given to
rearward travel. Appendix B is a preliminary draft of a standard related to safety
signage based upon the findings of this study. Appendix C is a preliminary draft of a
consensus standard designed to develop consistent methods for measuring the
rearward visibility of agricultural machinery.
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Appendix A Letter to ASABE director of standards & technical activities

Mr. Scott Cedarquist
Director, Standards & Technical Activities
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
2950 Niles Road
St. Joseph, MI 49085
I am writing you to recommend that voluntary consensus standards be developed by the
appropriate ASABE committee to address issues pertaining to the limited visibility in
near proximity to the rear of large frame agricultural machinery. The purpose of these
standards would be to enhance operator capacity to identify potential locations around the
machine that are obstructed from view, reduce the risk of runovers of co-workers located
out of the field of vision of the operator through improved monitoring capabilities of
machine surroundings and components, and to alert operators and co-workers of these
hazardous locations. Specific issues that should be addressed include:
1) Need to conduct an operator field of vision assessment and include results in the
operator’s manual as a means of warning the operator of obstructed areas around
the machine (i.e., establish a standard method of measuring machine visibility).
2) Provide clear warnings both on the machine and in the operator’s manual for the
potential of co-workers being out of the field of view of the operator; therefore, at
risk of runover or making contact with energized components of the machine.
3) A means by which the operator can alert bystander and co-workers of machine
movement, specifically in the directions outside of the operator’s field of vision.
This could include an audible or visual alarm indicating rearward movement of
the machine.
4) Appropriate mounting and wiring configurations for the installation of camera
mounting systems. This could include factory mounting brackets and wiring
harnesses that meet current standards per electrical safety.
It is acknowledged that advancements of modern agricultural machinery have allowed
farmers/ranchers to realize production levels that were previously unobtainable. The
combination of greater speed, higher capacity and increased precision plus operator
stations that provide high levels of comfort, have contributed to extremely efficient
operators. However, there are some unfavorable consequences tied to these
advancements. For example, (a) operators are increasingly isolated from the tasks they
are performing relative to their ability to monitor machine components both visually and
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audibly; (b) some machine designs impair the rearward view of interior and exterior
mirrors; (c) external components, (i.e., flasher bar, SMV sign, fuel tank) to the rear of
some large articulated tractors are placed in direct viewing angles of the drawbar, making
it nearly impossible to see a co-worker or bystander in the hitching area; and (d) when
implements are in tow, the operator’s view of the area to the rear of those implements
may be entirely obstructed.
With the average age of U.S. farmers/ranchers being 58 years old, the ability of many to
simultaneously monitor both the multiple functions of complex machinery and the highrisk areas to the rear of that machinery can be diminished. Some of the more common
age-related contributors are loss of visual and/or audible acuity and physical limitations
such as arthritis, which hinders one’s ability to maneuver into a position that offers a
direct rearward view without assistive technologies.
There are numerous documented incidents with regard to the unmonitored rearward
travel of agricultural machinery. Some of these involved the operator reversing the
machine without knowledge of an individual to the rear. Others involved the operator
being aware of someone behind the machine (often co-worker attaching an implement)
but failing to maintain visual contact, which resulted in the co-worker’s injury or death.
Still, many cases concerned the operator him/herself failing to monitor rearward areas
while backing the machine into a hazard, such as an embankment or structure, causing
serious damage and/or personal injury or death. All of these identified scenarios can be
substantially reduced, or eliminated, via the improvement of monitoring abilities of the
operator.
Efforts are being made across the U.S. to increase the safety of motorized vehicles
traveling in reverse. A recent National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
regulation will require, by May 2018, the installation of backup cameras on all highway
vehicles weighing less than 10,000 pounds. While this regulation will not affect off-road
agricultural vehicles, those engaged in the agricultural community should take note of the
advancements in rearward visibility technology with minor incursion of costs. Prior to
this backup camera mandate, all highway vehicles were required to attain a certain level
of visibility utilizing mirrors. Again, this mandate did not apply to off-highway
equipment.
Currently, agricultural machinery belonging to family farms in the U.S. do not fall under
either NHTSA or Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations,
including 1926.602(a)(9)(ii), which states that "No employer shall permit equipment
which has an obstructed view to the rear to be used in reverse gear unless the equipment
has in operation a reverse signal alarm distinguishable from the surrounding noise level
or an employee signals that it is safe to do so." To be subject to this regulation, the farm
must have more than 10 employees. Failure to comply with these regulations can result in
substantial financial penalties and/or large awards made as the result of civil litigation.
This proposal seeks to pursue the development of a voluntary consensus standard that
enables applicable to all new agricultural machinery, regardless of the number of
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employees. Such a proactive step should reduce the need for regulatory response that may
not be easily applied in all circumstances.
Today’s mechanized agriculture has the technology to better monitor the areas
surrounding machinery that will result in fewer injuries and/or deaths. While not a new
problem, new solutions are available to address the key causes of rearward travel
incidents that are currently not being fully utilized by manufacturers. Our research has
allowed us to gain a better perspective of both the causes and potential solutions
pertaining to the rearward visibility of agricultural machinery. Thus our recommendation
for the establishment of a technical committee to explore the need for standards that
address the hazards present during the rearward operation of agricultural machinery as a
necessary step to making agricultural production safer and more efficient.

Sincerely,

Shawn G. Ehlers, Ph.D. Candidate
William E. Field, Ed.D.
Purdue University,
Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering
225 South University Street
West Lafayette, IN 47907
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Appendix B Standard proposal: Backover-alert safety symbol for agricultural
equipment

1. PURPOSE
1.1. The purpose of this standard is to establish a Backover-Alert Symbol for use on
agricultural equipment, and to provide a symbol which clearly communicates the
message that: YOU CANNOT BE SEEN! OBSTRUCTED VISIBILITY!
BACKOVER HAZARD!

2. SCOPE
2.1. This standard presents the general uses, limitations on use, and appearance of the
Backover-Alert Symbol on agricultural equipment that includes areas in the
immediate vicinity of the equipment that cannot be seen prior to or during
operation.

3. DESCRIPTION
3.1. The Backover-Alert Symbol shall be an equilateral square with rounded corners
with black border. Interior of the symbol shall include a tractor in reverse motion
in the direction of a silhouette of a person lying on the ground (in a blind spot of
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3.2.the operator), with “Danger” in white uppercased bold letters overtop a red
background (Figure B.1).

3.3. The tractor and person lying on the ground shall be in contrasting colors (black)
with fill color of the triangular shape (yellow).

3.4. The symbol should meet the ASAE S441.3 standards for safety signs.

4. APPLICATION
4.1. The symbol should be used:
4.1.1. In conjunction with warning statements and signs found on agricultural
equipment that has been identified to have areas around the equipment that
cannot be observed by the operator while seated in the operator station.
4.1.2. In instruction manuals that accompany agricultural equipment where the risk
of runover is present.
4.1.3. On communications which concern agricultural equipment safety.
4.1.4. In measured blind spots of agricultural machinery and implements to notify
individuals that they cannot be seen by the operator.

4.2.The Symbol should not be used:
4.2.1. To indicate safety compliance or safety characteristic.
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Appendix C Standard proposal: Measuring rearward visibility for agricultural
machinery

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1.1. The purpose of this standard is to establish specifications which define a unique
grid system to measure the operator’s capacity to view rearward areas in the
immediate proximity of the machine and implement while being operated.
1.2. This standard establishes 7.62 m (25 ft.) longitudinal and 7.62 m (25 ft.)
latitudinal range-grid (centered and extended backward from the rearmost point of
tested agricultural machinery) with indicator located in the center-point of each
1.5 m X 1.5 m (5 ft. X 5 ft.) grid cell.
1.3.Each indicator is uniquely marked utilizing the DOT method of pass/fail visibility
of a single indicator (12” diameter, 32” tall cylinder) as outlined in DOT HS 811
512, section 3.3.
1.4. Tested technologies (i.e., mirrors, cameras, proximity detectors) should
compliment but not replace operator direct contact (visual and audible) with
intended tasks.
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2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES
2.1. Agricultural equipment and other terms: Refer to ASAE Standard S390,
Classifications and Definitions of Agricultural Equipment.
2.2. Vision glossary terms – Refer to SAE J264, VISION GLOSSARY
2.3. Anthropometry of Motor Vehicle Occupants: Schneider, L. W., Robbins, D. H.,
Pflüg, M. A. and Snyder, R. G., Anthropometry of Motor Vehicle Occupants;
Volume 1 – Procedures, Summary Findings and Appendices, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, DOT 806 715, 1985
2.4. Describing and Measuring the Driver’s Field of View – Refer to SAE J1050
2.5. Earthmoving Machinery – Operator’s Field of View – Refer to SAE J1091
2.6. Convex Mirrors – Refer to SAE J1246, Measuring the Radius of Curvature of
Convex Mirrors
2.7. Agricultural Mirrors – SjOflot, L., ‘Big Mirrors to Improve Tractor Driver’s
Posture and Quality of Work’. 1980. The British Society of Research in
Agricultural Engineering
2.8. Determining Rearview Image Field of View Size, DOT 811 512, section 2.2
2.9. Establishing Rearview Image Quality Criteria, DOT 811 512, section 2.3
2.10.

Rearview Image Field of View Test Procedure, DOT 811 512, section 3.3

2.11.

Salt Spray (Fog) Testing, American National Standard Institute, B117-73
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Figure C.2. Grid cell test indicator (source: DOT 811 512, 2011).

4. TEST PROCEDURE
4.1. Equipment positioning. Agricultural equipment tested is positioned with the
rearmost protruding part (less than 2 m off the ground) centered directly adjacent
to the forward-most indicator of the mid-line of the test grid. Machinery with rearmost protrusion greater than 2 m off the ground (i.e., combine unloading auger in
the transport positon) shall be positioned with the rear-most protrusion less than 2
m adjacent the first mid-line indicator (see Figure C.1).
4.2. Tested technologies positioning. Tested technologies (i.e., in-cab mirrors,
external mirrors, camera systems, proximity sensors) shall be positioned to
provide the greatest level of visibility of indicators within the test grid from the
operating position of the 50th percentile male driver as described by Robbins
(1985), and utilized by DOT (2011) in reference to forward-looking eye midpoint
(MF) point of the operator (Figure C.3).
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4.5. Camera system requirements. Camera systems selected for use with
agricultural machinery shall meet the minimal requirements for cameras and
displays as recommended by the NHTSA (DOT 811 512, 2011)
4.6. Durability test. Each of the tested technologies shall retain full functionality
after being submitted to the ASTM B117: Standard Practice for Operating Salt
Spray (Fog) Apparatus.
4.7. Operating interval. Each of the tested technologies shall remain in full
operation while machinery ignition switch is in the “On” position.
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Appendix F Vehicle rearview image field of view and quality
measurement: NHTSA DOT HS 811 512
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SKILLS
Strong Agricultural Background
6th generation partial owner and operator of an Indiana grain farm. Involved with the selection
and purchasing of all inputs, and machinery. Digitized geographic specific farm records.
Upgraded dated electrical & plumbing services and structural rigidity of various farm structures.
Extensive Tool and Machinery Experience
Knowledgeable and skilled in woodworking, metal fabrication, machining, welding, electrical,
hydraulic, internal combustion engines and plumbing. Row-crop agricultural machinery
operation, maintenance; Industrial equipment operation, maintenance; full restoration of multiple
antique tractors, and multiple vehicles; structure maintenance with electrical and plumbing
experience. Designed agricultural structures and a greenhouse with fully automated temperature
control and watering systems.
Computer Skills
Skilled in Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint & Excel); Multi-platform adept (Windows &
Mac); proficient with multiple CAD software suites; possess' ability of programming electronic
hydraulic controls (IQAN software) and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC); Geographical
Information Systems (GIS)
Ergonomic Training
Understands ergonomic principals and applicability to biomechanical and physiological bases of
musculoskeletal disorders. Possesses ability to develop ergonomic processes for maximum
benefit to assembly lines, lean manufacturing processes, tool and equipment safety and
efficiency.
Workplace Compliance
OSHA General Industry certified. Able to identify hazards of general industry, ascertain
appropriate OSHA standards, policies and procedures while utilizing OSHA standards to
supplement an ongoing safety and health program.

WORK EXPERIENCE
2009 – Present Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana
-Researcher, course instructor, grader, teaching assistant, AgrAbility team
member
2014 – Present Agricultural Consultant
Lafayette, Indiana
-Compiled data for risk assessment of agricultural loans for a multi-location bank.
-Accessed needs and implemented vision aiding technology on agricultural
machinery for a farmer/rancher.
-Advised on greenhouse startup and drip irrigation implementation for small
vegetable production operation.
-Counseled landowner on appropriate machinery selection with constraint to
task performance, budget, and value.
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Summer 2008
Cummins Inc. (Internship)
Columbus, Indiana
Mid-range Engineering, Mechanical Development: Performed data analysis of
engine tests, assisted with design and implementation of test cell data recovery
tool, developed cost analysis tool for offsite facilities, and designed warehouse
inventory management tool.
Summer 2007
Land Surveyor (Internship)
Versailles, Indiana
French and Associates Surveying: Performed boundary surveys, precision
placement of property markers, and assisted with subdivision development
construction layout.

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
Publication: Journal of Agricultural Safety and Health, 2016
Rearward Visibility Issues Related to Agricultural Tractors and Self-Propelled
Machinery: Contributing Factors, Potential Solutions (Manuscript # JASH 11127)
Publication Submitted to Journal of Agricultural Safety and Health, 2016
Methods of Collecting and Analyzing Rearward Visibility Data: Hazard and/or Object
Detectability
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL, July 2016; Abstract Title: Examination
of Factors Impairing Operator Visibility for Large Self-propelled Machinery with
Known Blind Spots

Indiana Prairie Farmer, October 2015
See behind you and avoid trouble this fall, October 2015; Pg. 67.
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, July 2015; Presentation Title:
Methods of Collecting and Analyzing Rearward Visibility Data: Hazard and/or
Object Detectability
Indiana Small Farms Conference, & AgrAbility Webinar Series 2015
Presentation Title: Small Farm Guide to Selecting and Purchasing
Equipment
International Society for Agricultural Safety and Health Conference 2015 (ISASH)
Paper and Presentation: Examination of Rearward Movement Incidents Involving
Agricultural Machinery
AgrAbility National Training Workshop (NTW)
NTW Lexington, Kentucky, March 2014; Presentation Title: Assistive Viewing
Technology to Improve Agricultural Safety
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American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, Montreal, QC, Canada, July 2014; Presentation Title:
Assistive Viewing Technology to Improve Agricultural Safety
AgrAbility Webinar Series
Presentation Title: Increasing Visual Accessibility on Agricultural Machinery,
2014

August

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
International Annual Meeting, Kansas City, Kansas, July 2013; Presentation: Design and
Use of a Flailing Knife Biomass Shredder to Mechanically Increase Particle Surface Area

MEMBERSHIPS
2015 - Current ISASH (International Society for Agricultural Safety and Health)
2014 - Current SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) Academic Contributor:
Visual Standards Committee
2009 - Current

ASABE (American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers)

2007 - Current

Alpha Mu Honors Fraternity Purdue University, Vice President of
Initiation (2016)

2006 - Current Purdue Trap and Skeet Purdue University
2012 - 2013

ABEGSA Social Chair (Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Graduate Student Association), Purdue University

CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS
2016

Estus H. and Vashti L. Magoon Teaching Award for the College of Engineering
Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering

2015

Teaching Academy Graduate Teaching Excellence Award
Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering

2014

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
General Industry Safety and Health (30-hour training)

2013

FERPA (Purdue University)
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act

2013

Protecting Social Security Numbers (Purdue University)
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2013

HIPAA (Purdue University)
Federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

2011

FEMA Emergency Management Institute
S-00200.b; ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incident, ICS-200

2011

FEMA Emergency Management Institute
IS-0100.b; Introduction to Incident Command System ICS-100

2011

FEMA Emergency Management Institute
IS-00111; Livestock Disaster

2010

FEMA Emergency Management Institute
IS-0700.a; National Incident Management System (NIMS) Introduction

2010

FEMA Emergency Management Institute
IS-0800.b; National Response Framework, Introduction

2009

Indiana Soybean Alliance
Indianapolis, Indiana
Soy Innovation Competition: Development of the Enviropot, an environmentally
friendly gardening container. Completely comprised of corn and soybean by
products, this gardening container would
decompose after transplanting
reducing risk of damage to plant while introducing soluble nutrient

PUBLICATIONS
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PUBLICATIONS

Publication: Journal of Agricultural Safety and Health, 2016
Rearward Visibility Issues Related to Agricultural Tractors and Self-Propelled
Machinery: Contributing Factors, Potential Solutions (Manuscript # JASH 11127)

Publication Submitted to Journal of Agricultural Safety and Health, 2016
Methods of Collecting and Analyzing Rearward Visibility Data: Hazard and/or
Object Detectability

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL, July 2016; Technical paper:
Examination of Factors Impairing Operator Visibility for Large Self-propelled
Machinery with Known Blind Spots

Indiana Prairie Farmer, October 2015
‘See behind you and avoid trouble this fall’, October 2015; Pg. 67.
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American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, July 2015; Technical paper:
Methods of Collecting and Analyzing Rearward Visibility Data: Hazard and/or
Object Detectability

International Society for Agricultural Safety and Health Conference 2015 (ISASH)
Technical paper: Examination of Rearward Movement Incidents Involving
Agricultural Machinery

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE)
International Annual Meeting, Montreal, QC, Canada, July 2014; Technical
paper: Assistive Viewing Technology to Improve Agricultural Safety

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
International Annual Meeting, Kansas City, Kansas, July 2013; Technical paper:
Design and Use of a Flailing Knife Biomass Shredder to Mechanically Increase
Particle Surface Area

